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Acronyms 
MCH 6-mercapto-1-hexanol 
1-D 1- Dimensional 
AAO Anodic alumina oxide 
AA Ascorbic acid 
CNT Carbon nanotube 
CSPE Carbon screen printed electrode 
CVD Chemical vapor deposition 
CE Cholesterol esterase 
COx Cholesterol oxidase 
CV Cyclic voltammetry 
DASA Double antibody sandwich assays  
DPV Differential pulse voltammetry 
ED Electrochemical detection 
EIS electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 
EDS Energy dispersive X-ray spectrometry  
ESEM Environmental SEM 
EG Ethylene glycol 
FESEM Field emission scanning electron microscopy  
FIA Flow injection analysis 
GCE Glassy Carbon Electrode 
GOx Glucose oxidase 
GlutOx Glutamate oxidase 
GLA Glutaraldehyde 
GNP Gold nanoparticles 
HRP Horseradish peroxidase 
MFA Mefenamic acid 
MNW Metallic nanowire 
MB Methylene blue 
MC Microfluidic chip 
MWNT Multi-wall carbon nanotube 
NW Nanowire 
LOC Lab on a chip 
OAP o-aminophenol 
PPy-COOH Poly(1-(2-carboxyethyl)pyrrole 
PEDOT Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) 
PVP Poly(vinylpyrrolidone) 
PANI Polyaniline 
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PC Polycarbonate  
PolyNW Polymeric nanowire 
PPy Polypyrrole 
PVB Polyvinyl butyral 
PAD Pulsed amperometric detection 
SEM Scanning electron microscopy  
SPE Screen printed electrode 
SWV Square Wave voltammetry 
TBO Toluidine blue O 
TEM Transmission electron microscopy 
UA Uric acid 
XPS X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy  
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SUMMARY 
On the one hand, microfluidic systems and lab-on-a-chip (LOC) 
technologies seek to improve analytical performance by reducing the 
analysis time, decreasing the consumption of sample and reagents, 
diminishing the risk of contamination, integrating multiplexing analysis, and 
especially portability to provide the possibility of point-of-care and in field 
applications. In addition, one of the most powerful analytical applications of 
microfluidic-LOC systems relies on their inherent potency as screening 
tools for rapid diagnosis.  
On the other hand, one-dimensional nanomaterials (1-D) as 
structures with only one dimension extend, are very unique not only 
because they offer a high surface to volume, but also because they can easily 
be designed and fabricated with different segments which add tunable 
electronic properties and controlled functionality. Indeed, one important 
characteristic of these structures is related to its tunable surface through 
different functionalization which can be used in many applications 
involving different kind of biomolecules, such as, enzymes or antibodies. 
Relevant examples of 1-D nanostructures are metallic nanowires 
(MNWs), both, elemental and bimetallic and also micromotors, 
sophisticated structures with autonomous movement being constituted 
both kinds of structures as new and innovative alternatives for detection in 
microfluidic-LOC devices. 
Firstly, metallic nanowires (MNWs) are metallic or semiconducting 
nanostructures with cylindrical shape, without any hollow in the structure. 
They are one-dimensional anisotropic structures, with high specific surface 
and high aspect ratio (nanometers in diameter, micrometers in length).  
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MNWs are very valuable tools for electrochemical sensing. They 
offer high currents because of their large surface area, thereby enabling large 
scale redox conversion, which increases the analytical sensitivity, and 
resistance passivation, yielding very good reproducibility. In addition, 
electrocatalysis can be strategically exploited and well-conducted toward the 
selective detection of target analytes. Since it is well-known that the 
electrochemical oxidation of carbohydrates is favored by the electrocatalytic 
effect of copper and nickel; an improved analytical performance by the use 
of these catalytic nickel (NiNWs) and copper nanowires (CuNWs), is highly 
expected for detection of these important analytes. 
In addition, in microfluidic-LOC systems, electrochemistry is a 
valuable detection mode that provides inherent sensitivity, permits 
miniaturization, and is highly compatible with micro- and nanotechnologies. 
Because of the extremely low sample volumes introduced into microfluidic-
LOC systems, the chip sensitivity is often low and presents a drawback of 
these systems; however the sensitivity can be enhanced and the problem 
overcome by exploiting the surface characteristics of nanomaterials, become 
as consequence the microfluidic-LOC systems coupling very pertinent.  
 
 Secondly, micromotors are devices in the micro and nano scales 
capable of converting energy into movement and forces. The energy source 
is closely related to the microstructure shape, actually both shape and 
propulsion systems are connected. We can expect from micromotors new 
and enhanced features related to their special characteristics. A remarkable 
one is its autonomous movement which can improve different steps of the 
analytical process, such as sample enrichment and detection. The 
employment of these micromotors in confined microfluidic-LOC systems 
offers extraordinary promises such as the development of future free-fluidic 
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pumping LOCs and avoids their derived instrumentation (i.e. pumps or 
high voltage suppliers) supporting the new (bio) sensing in the micromotors 
autonomous guided movement. 
All the characteristics mentioned above, convert these 1-D 
structures into unique tools in the current analytical nanoscience and 
nanotechnology field, and their exploration for improving detection of 
microfluidic-LOC systems has constituted the main motivation of this 
Doctoral Thesis accordingly to the following two well-defined objectives. 
The first objective has been the synthesis and characterization of 
nickel and copper NWs for electrochemical carbohydrate sensing using 
miniaturized flow-based and microfluidic-LOC systems   
The second objective has been the synthesis and characterization of 
micromotors for optical immunoassay of proteins in microfluidic-LOC 
systems.  
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The main identified milestones were:   
1- Optimization of the electro synthesis of nickel, copper and 
bimetallic nickel-copper nanowires using anodized alumina 
membranes as templates  
2- Analytical characterization of the nickel, copper and bimetallic 
nickel-copper nanowires using optical and electron microscopy, 
spectroscopy and electrochemical techniques 
3- Design and construction of screen printed detectors based on 
nickel, copper and bimetallic copper-nickel nanowires coupled 
to miniaturized flow injection devices for carbohydrate sensing 
4- Design and construction of electrochemical detectors based on 
nickel and copper nanowires coupled to microfluidic-LOC 
systems for carbohydrate sensing 
5- Optimization of the electro synthesis of micromotors using 
polycarbonate double conical membranes as templates 
6- Analytical characterization of the micromotors using optical and 
electron microscopy.  
7- Design of micromotors for immunoassay in microfluidic-LOC 
systems 
Accordingly to the target objectives, the results of this Doctoral 
Thesis are grouped in chapters II and III. In chapter II, synthesis and 
characterization of nanowires for carbohydrate electrochemical sensing 
using flow and microfluidic-LOC systems are discussed. Further, the works 
involving flow injection analysis and microfluidic-LOC systems will be 
presented in two well-separated sections, respectively. In chapter III, the 
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synthesis and characterization of micromotors for optical immunoassay in 
microfluidic-LOC systems are further presented.  
Next, a brief summary of each related works will be presented. 
Regarding chapter II, electro synthesis and characterization of 
nanowires were firstly approached in deep. In these works, elemental nickel 
(NiNWs) and bimetallic nickel-copper nanowires (Ni-CuNWs) were 
synthesized by the electroplating method using alumina template and 
characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM) and energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometry 
(EDS). Using a alumina templates (200 nm) and under controlled 
deposition of 45C of charge, both NWs exhibited a high structural 
perfection with a length of about 7 µm and a width of about 300 nm. EDS 
analysis confirmed their chemical composition with a percentage of Ni of 
97% along the whole NiNWs and with a percentage of Ni of 50.6% and 
copper of 49.4% in the Ni-CuNWs. Both electro-synthesized NWs 
exhibited a marked electrocatalysis towards detection of the target 
carbohydrates studied (glucose, fructose, galactose, sucrose, lactose and 
inulin). 
After synthesis and characterization, NiNWs and CuNWs were 
studied as electrochemical detectors in both miniaturized flow injection 
analysis (FIA) and microfluidic-LOC systems. 
Firstly, disposable screen-printed electrochemical detectors based on 
nickel nanowires for carbohydrate sensing were constructed for its 
employment in FIA. XPS revealed that NiNWs based electrodes contained 
just a 0.9% of Ni with an enhancement of current density of about 65 times 
in comparison with Ni-bulk electrode. Interestingly, Ni magnetism was 
essential to keep them over the electrode surface under flow conditions and 
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reached an excellent analytical performance. Electrochemically activated 
NiNWs (at -1.5V, 600s) under magnetic field (2x4200 Gauss) gave the best 
signal-to-noise performance exhibiting fast response time, very good 
mechanical stability, and an extreme resistance to fouling under 
hydrodynamics conditions allowing an excellent analytical performance on 
the board of just one disposable single-electrode (RSDs≤7%, n=50). 
Analytical performance of NiNWs was also excellent in the analysis of 
selected samples exhibiting very good precision (RSDs≤2%) and recovery 
(95-115%). 
These nano-scaled disposable detectors were also employed for 
determination of total sugars (glucose+fructose) in honey samples using a 
simplified calibration protocol. The total sugar content obtained by the 
electrochemical approach was compared with those obtained by a high-
performance liquid chromatography-refractive index (HPLC-RI) method. 
Low systematic errors were yielded (Er<10%) revealing a very good 
accuracy of the method. Also, a sample high-throughput with a processing 
of 2 samples min-1 was obtained on the board of just one electrode without 
loss of performance. The term “Electrochemical monosaccharide index” to 
describe the total sugars was proposed. 
In a second separated well-defined section in chapter II, analytical 
applications of metallic nanowires (MNWs) for electrochemical sensing of 
carbohydrates using microfluidic systems was successful achieved. In these 
works, screen-printed electrochemical detectors (10x1 mm) suitably 
designed to be coupled to microfluidic-LOC systems, displayed well-defined 
nickel and copper nanowires (6 µm lengths, 300 nm widths) randomly 
distributed over the electrode surface as it was observed by field emission 
scanning electron microscopy (FESEM). Chronoculombimetry revealed 
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that the modified electrodes exhibited an enhanced electro active surface 
area higher than the non-modified ones.  
Then, these electrodes were suitably coupled to microfluidic 
systems-LOC (into microchip format) developing three well-defined 
analytical applications in the agro-food and clinical fields. In all of these 
contributions, conceptually speaking, we hypothesize that the inherent 
selectivity and sensitivity of CuNWs, towards carbohydrates detection in 
connection with microfluidic-LOC systems selectivity, could allow the fast 
and simultaneous detection of the these target analytes with low analysis 
times and extremely low sample consumption become an attractive 
alternative to well-established reported approaches in the literature (mostly 
based on the use of enzymes or high-consuming HPLC protocols) 
In the first application, an enzymeless electrochemical microfluidic-
LOC sensor coupled with electro synthesized NiNWs and CuNWs for 
inulin detection was developed. Inulin is a fructo-oligosaccharide containing 
up to 35 fructose units linked via β-1,2-glycosidic bonds with a high 
significance in the agro-food and clinical fields becoming an important 
carbohydrate with several benefits in human health. Inulin sensing was 
selectively performed in presence of free fructose in less than 300s. 
Although both Ni and CuNWs exhibited electro catalysis towards inulin 
detection, 3-folds higher sensitivity was obtained using CuNWs in 
comparison with NiNWs. Very good intra-electrode repeatability with 
RSDs<8% (n=5) and inter-electrode reproducibility with RSDs<9% (n=4) 
were obtained, indicating an excellent stability of the copper nano-scaled 
electrochemical detectors. Interestingly, inulin detection exhibited impress 
sensitivity despite its complex structure with a sensitivity 40 times higher 
than found for its fructose monomer. Combining the high sensitivity of the 
CuNWs with its low noise level resulted in LODs of 3 µM for inulin. Inulin 
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determination in a selected samples was also carried out with good 
quantitative and reproducible recoveries (97-103%, RSDs<4%) indicating 
an excellent method´s reliability. 
Microfluidic chips used as microchip electrophoresis (ME) with 
electrochemical detection (ED) have demonstrated to be a powerful tool in 
food analysis. However, the coupling between ME-ED with nano-
technologies is still in its infancy, even knowing that nanomaterials can 
significantly improve the ME analytical performance. This second work, 
reports the coupling between ME with copper nanowires (CuNWs) for the 
selective analysis of monosaccharides in honey samples. To this end, a 
representative group of nine honey samples were analyzed and the results 
were compared with those previously obtained by HPLC-RI. ME-CuNWs 
approach allowed the separation of glucose and fructose in less than 250 s 
under optimized separation (20 mM NaOH + 10 mM H3BO3, pH=12; 
separation voltage +1000 V) and detection (E= +0.70 V in 20 mM NaOH 
+ 10 mM H3BO3, pH=12) conditions. An excellent stability of electro-
osmotic flow (EOF) during sample analysis was achieved (RSDs<2% for 
migration times).The quantitative contents for individual glucose and 
fructose obtained using ME-CuNWs in comparison with those obtained by 
HPLC-RI were highly in agreement with errors below 10% indicating the 
reliability of the approach. 
In this last work, we are describing the coupling of microfluidic-
LOC systems to CuNWs as electrochemical detectors for the fast diagnosis 
of galactosemia in precious newborn urine samples. Galactosemia is a rare 
disease which is diagnosed towards the identification of different metabolite 
profiles. Therefore, the specific detection of galactose 1-phosphate (Gal 1-
P), galactose (Gal) and uridyl diphosphate galactose (UDP-Gal) confirms 
types I, II and III galactosemia diseases. Due to the low prevalence of 
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galactosemia, sample availability is very scarce and screening methods to 
diagnose the illness are not commonly employed around the world. Again, a 
very good intra-electrode repeatability with RSDs<8% (n=10) and inter-
electrode reproducibility with RSDs<12% (n=5) were obtained, indicating 
an excellent stability of the nano-scaled electrochemical detector. Under 
optimum chemical (NaOH 3 mM, pH=11.5), electrokinetic (separation 
voltage +750 V, injection +1500 V for 5 s) and electrochemical (E=+0.70 
V in NaOH 3 mM pH=11.5) conditions, galactosemia diseases were 
unequivocally identified differentiating between type I, II, III using selected 
precious ill diagnosed newborn urine samples. Detection proceeded in less 
than 350 s, required negligible urine sample consumption, and displayed 
impressive signal-to-noise characteristics (ranging from 14 to 80) and 
micro-molar LODs much lower than the cut-off levels (Gal 1-P > 0.4 mM 
and Gal > 1.4 mM). Excellent reproducible recoveries (93-107%, RSDs 
<6%) were also achieved revealing the reliability of the approach. The 
significance of the newborn urine samples studied confirms the analytical 
potency of microfluidic-CuNWs approach, enhancing the maturity of the 
microchip technology and opening new avenues for future implementation 
of screening applications in the field. 
On the other hand, chapter III deals with the results obtained in 
the synthesis and characterization of micromotors for the optical detection 
of proteins using microfluidic-LOC devices, in this case fabricated in 
polydimethil-siloxane (PDMS). In this work, self-propelled catalytic 
micromotors functionalized with antibodies were designed and developed 
for capture, interact and transport of target proteins between the different 
reservoirs of a microfluidic-LOC device. These catalytic micromotors were 
constituted by the architecture polymer/Ni/Pt. The polymer contains 
carboxy moieties on its outermost layer of the mixed poly (3,4-
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ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT)/COOH–PEDOT polymer and was 
further functionalized with the antibody receptor to selectively recognize 
and capture the target protein and be able to carry out in this way and 
successfully all the immunoassay steps. Pt allowed the oxygen bubble 
generation by the catalysis decomposition of hydrogen peroxide on its 
surface, and nickel allowed the correct guidance of the self-propelled 
micromotor. In these works all the immunoassay operations were carried 
out without any bulk fluid flow, replacing the common washing steps in 
antibody-based protein bioassays thanks to the active transport of the 
captured protein throughout the different reservoirs of the microfluidic 
system. 
Finally, from the main conclusions obtained from this Doctoral 
Thesis it can be established that the studied one dimensional materials –
catalytic nickel and copper nanowires and micromotors– have 
demonstrated to be very powerful analytical tools to improve the (bio-) 
detection of target molecules in both, agro-food and clinical fields, using 
miniaturized flow injection analysis and microfluidic systems based in lab-on-
a-chip (LOC) technology. The inherent advantages of microfluidic systems 
such as, fast analysis and very low sample and reagents consumption and in 
addition those derived from the high specific surface of the studied 1-D 
materials, have been creative and synergicly exploited.   Due to all the 
premises stated above, the results presented in this Doctoral Thesis reveal 
the pertinence and convenience of the coupling between microtechnologies 
and nanotechnologies for the detection of target molecules in complex 
analytical systems in agro-food and clinical fields broadening new horizons 
in current Analytical Chemistry. 
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RESUMEN 
Por una parte, los sistemas microfluídicos y las tecnologías lab-on-a-
chip (LOC) persiguen dismunir los tiempos de análisis, el consumo de 
muestras y reactivos y la generación de residuos así como  integrar las etapas 
analíticas en un sólo dispositivo y mejorar la portabilidad de los sistemas 
analíticos favoreciendo el análisis in situ. Estas características hacen que una 
de las aplicaciones más importantes de los sistemas microfluídicos-LOC sea 
su inherente potencial como herramientas analíticas de cribado para 
diagnósticos rápidos. 
Por otra parte, los nanomateriales unidimensionales (1-D) son 
estructuras en las que sólo una de sus dimensiones se corresponde con la 
escala nanométrica revelándose como estructuras que nos ofrecen no sólo 
una elevada relación superficie-volumen, sino también nos permiten la 
posibilidad de diseñar segmentos unidimensionales constituidos por 
diferentes materiales con propiedades electrónicas y funcionalidad 
controladas. En efecto, una característica importante de estas estructuras 
está relacionada con su química superficial a través de funcionalizaciones 
que se pueden diseñar para diferentes aplicaciones involucrando a diferentes 
tipos de biomoléculas, como por ejemplo, enzimas o anticuerpos. 
Ejemplos reveladores, de estas nanoestructuras 1-D, son los 
nanohilos metálicos (MNWs), tanto elementales como bimetálicos y los 
micromotores, sofisticadas estructuras que poseen movimiento autónomo; 
constituyéndose ambas estructuras como nuevas e innovadoras alternativas 
para la detección en sistemas microfluídicos-LOC.  
En primer lugar, los MNWs son nanoestructuras metálicas o 
semiconductoras con forma cilíndrica, sin ningún hueco en la estructura. 
Son estructuras anisotrópicas unidimensionales, con una alta superficie 
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específica y con dimensiones del orden de los nanómetros de diámetro y 
micrómetros de longitud. 
Los MNWs son herramientas muy valiosas para la detección 
electroquímica. En efecto, debido a su gran área superficial,  estas 
nanoestructuras ofrecen no sólo elevadas corrientes amperométricas lo que 
implica un aumento de la sensibilidad analítica, sino que también exhiben 
una elevada resistencia a la pasivación, implicando una muy buena 
reproducibilidad. Además, la electrocatálisis puede ser estratégicamente 
aprovechada y dirigida hacia la detección selectiva de analitos diana. Un 
ejemplo revelador lo constituyen los carbohidratos  cuya oxidación 
electroquímica se ve favorecida por el efecto electrocatalítico del níquel y el 
cobre y, como consecuencia, cabría esperar una mejora en la eficacia de 
dicha electrocatálisis a través del empleo de nanohilos catalíticos de níquel 
(NiNWs) y cobre (CuNWs) para su detección. 
Además, en los sistemas microfluídicos-LOC, la detección 
electroquímica es una herramienta muy valiosa debido a su inherente 
miniaturización, elevada sensibilidad y su compatibilidad con las micro y las 
nanotecnologías. Debido a los volúmenes extremadamente pequeños de 
muestra introducidos en los sistemas microfluídicos-LOC, la sensibilidad se 
convierte en uno de los inconvenientes más importantes de estos sistemas. 
Sin embargo, la sensibilidad puede ser mejorada mediante la explotación de 
las características superficiales de los nanomateriales, por lo que  la 
incorporación de los mismos en la detección electroquímica en sistemas 
microfluídicos-LOC resulta pertinente. 
En segundo lugar, los micromotores son dispositivos en la micro y 
nano escala, capaces de convertir la energía en movimiento autónomo. La 
fuente de energía de estos micromotores está estrechamente relacionada 
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con su forma, encontrándose el sistema de propulsión vinculado con la 
forma del micromotor. El movimiento autónomo de estas estructuras 
permite realizar diferentes etapas y funciones del proceso analítico de forma 
creativa y novedosa. El movimiento autónomo de estos micromotores 
funcionalizados y adecuadamente dirigido mediante la aplicación de fuerzas 
externas, ofrece extraordinarias oportunidades, tales como el desarrollo de 
futuros LOC sin necesidad de ningún movimiento de fluidos, evitando así 
su instrumentación derivada para producirlos. 
Todas estas características mencionadas anteriormente, convierten a 
estas estructuras 1-D en herramientas únicas en el campo de la nanociencia 
y nanotecnología analíticas, y su exploración para la mejora de la detección 
en los sistemas microfluídicos-LOC ha constituido la principal motivación 
de esta Tesis Doctoral, articulada en dos objetivos claramente diferenciados. 
El primer objetivo ha sido la síntesis y caracterización de los NiNWs 
y CuNWs para la detección electroquímica de carbohidratos empleando 
sistemas de flujo miniaturizados y sistemas microfluídicos-LOC 
El segundo objetivo ha sido la síntesis y caracterización de 
micromotores para el desarrollo de un inmunoensayo con visualización 
óptica para la detección de proteínas en sistemas microfluídicos-LOC.  
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Los principales hitos a alcanzar fueron: 
1. Optimizar la electrosíntesis de nanohilos de níquel, cobre y 
bimetálicos de níquel-cobre, empleando membranas de alúmina 
anodizada como moldes.  
2. Caracterizar los nanohilos de níquel, cobre y bimetálicos de 
níquel-cobre empleando técnicas de microscopía electrónica, 
técnicas espectroscópicas y técnicas electroquímicas. 
3. Diseñar y construir electrodos serigrafiados basados en nanohilos 
níquel, cobre y bimetálicos de níquel-cobre acoplados a sistemas 
de flujo miniaturizados para la detección de carbohidratos. 
4. Diseñar y construir electrodos serigrafiados basados en nanohilos 
de níquel y cobre acoplados a sistemas microfluídicos-LOC para 
la detección de carbohidratos. 
5. Optimizar la electrosíntesis de micromotores empleando 
membranas de policarbonato con forma de doble cono como 
moldes. 
6. Caracterizar los micromotores empleando técnicas de 
microscopía óptica y electrónica. 
7. Diseñar y funcionalizar los micromotores para el desarrollo de 
inmunoensayos en sistemas microfluídicos-LOC.  
De acuerdo con los objetivos definidos, los resultados obtenidos en 
esta Tesis Doctoral se han agrupado en dos grandes capítulos (II y III). 
En el primero de ellos, se presentan la síntesis y caracterización de los NWs 
para la detección electroquímica de carbohidratos utilizando sistemas 
miniaturizados de flujo y sistemas microfluídicos-LOC. Los resultados 
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correspondientes a los sistemas de análisis por inyección en flujo por una 
parte y aquellos que emplean sistemas microfluídicos-LOC por otra, se han 
agrupado en dos partes claramente diferenciadas. Por su parte, en el 
capítulo  III, se presentan  los resultados obtenidos en la síntesis y 
caracterización de micromotores para el inmunoensayo óptico en sistemas 
microfluídicos-LOC.  
A continuación se expondrán los resultados más relevantes 
obtenidos. 
En el capítulo II, y en primer lugar, se ha estudiado con detalle la 
electrosíntesis y caracterización de los NWs. En estos trabajos, los 
nanohilos de níquel (NiNWs) y los bimetálicos de níquel-cobre (Ni-
CuNWs) fueron sintetizados mediante electrodeposición utilizando moldes 
de alúmina y fueron caracterizados mediante microscopía electrónica de 
barrido (SEM), microscopía electrónica de transmisión (TEM) y 
espectrometría de dispersión energía de rayos X (EDS). Se emplearon para 
ello moldes de alúmina (200 nm) y condiciones de electrodeposición 
controlada de carga (45 C). Los MNWs exhibieron una alta perfección 
estructural con una longitud aproximada de 7 µm y un diámetro 
aproximado de 300 nm. El análisis por EDS confirmó su composición 
química con un porcentaje de Ni del 97% a lo largo de todo el NiNWs y 
con un porcentaje de níquel del 50,6% y de cobre del 49,4% en los Ni-
CuNWs. Ambos NWs electrosintetizados exhibieron electrocatálisis hacia la 
detección de los carbohidratos estudiados (glucosa, fructosa, galactosa, 
sacarosa, lactosa e inulina). 
A continuación,  los NiNWs y los CuNWs fueron empleados para la 
construcción de los detectores electroquímicos, tanto en sistemas 
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miniaturizados  de inyección en flujo (FIA) como en sistemas 
microfluídicos-LOC. 
En primer lugar, se construyeron detectores electroquímicos 
serigrafiados desechables basados en NiNWs para la detección de 
carbohidratos en flujo hidrodinámico. Los estudios de XPS revelaron que 
los electrodos basados en NiNWs contenían sólo un 0.9 % de Ni y 
mostraron una mejora de la densidad de corriente de alrededor de 65 veces 
en comparación con el electrodo de disco de níquel. El magnetismo del 
níquel fue esencial para mantener la superficie nanoestructurada sobre la 
superficie del electrodo bajo las condiciones hidrodinámicas de trabajo. Los 
NiNWs activados electroquímicamente (-1.5 V, 600 s) bajo la acción de un 
campo magnético (2x4200 Gauss) exhibieron las mejores características 
analíticas en términos de excelentes relaciones S/N, tiempo de respuesta 
rápido y una elevada resistencia al ensuciamiento (RSD≤7 %, n=50). El 
comportamiento analítico de los NiNWs también resultó ser excelente 
durante el análisis de las muestras estudiadas, exhibiendo recuperaciones 
cuantitativas (95-115%) y reproducibles (RSD≤2%). 
Estos eletrodos nanoestructurados, fueron también empleados para 
llevar a cabo la determinación de carbohidratos totales (glucosa+fructosa) 
en muestras de mieles empleando a su vez una estrategia de calibración 
simplificada (calibración con un punto y empleando una mezcla de glucosa-
fructosa como patrón). El contenido total de azúcares obtenido por el 
método electroquímico se comparó con el obtenido por el método de 
cromatografía líquida con índice de refracción (HPLC-RI). Se obtuvieron 
errores sistemáticos bajos (Er<10%) revelando una buena exactitud del 
método. Asimismo, se obtuvo un elevado rendimiento de análisis de 
muestras (2 muestras/min.) sin pérdida aparente de las prestaciones 
analíticas del método. Debido a los resultados obtenidos, se ha propuesto el 
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término “Índice electroquímico de monosacáridos” para evaluar el 
contenido total de azúcares en estas muestras. 
En una segunda parte claramente diferenciada, en el capítulo II se 
han recogido también los resultados correspondientes a las aplicaciones 
analíticas desarrolladas empleando sistemas microfluídicos-LOC con  
detección electroquímica basada en MNWs para el sensado de 
carbohidratos. En estas trabajos, los detectores electroquímicos 
serigrafiados (10x1 mm) adecuadamente diseñados para acoplarse a los 
sistemas microfluídicos-LOC, fueron caracterizados por microscopia 
electrónica de barrido con emisión de campo (FESEM); revelándose unas 
superficies constituidas por NiNWs y CuNWs bien definidos (6 µm de 
longitud, y 300 nm de diámetro). Asimismo, estos electrodos modificados  
mostraron una superficie específica aumentada (un factor de 2) en 
comparación con aquellos sin modicar, tal y como se dedujo de los estudios 
de cronocoulombimetría.  
A continuación, estos electrodos se acoplaron de manera adecuada a 
los sistemas microfluídicos-LOC (en formato de microchip) para el 
desarrollo de tres aplicaciones analíticas bien definidas dentro de los 
ámbitos agroalimentario y clínico. En estas contribuciones, 
conceptualmente hablando, se partió de la hipótesis de que la selectividad y 
la sensibilidad inherentes de los CuNWs hacia la detección de los 
carbohidratos, en conjunción con la selectividad de los sistemas 
microfluídicos-LOC, permitiría la detección rápida y simultánea de estos 
analitos-diana con la ventajas adicionales que nos ofrecen los LOC de 
tiempos de análisis cortos y bajo consumo de muestras; constituyendo una 
alternativa atractiva a las aproximaciones analíticas bien establecidas en la 
literatura (basadas en su mayoría en el uso de enzimas o protocolos de 
HPLC). 
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En primer lugar, se desarrolló un sensor microfluídico-LOC con 
detección electroquímica empleando NiNWs y CuNWs electrosintetizados 
para la detección de inulina. La inulina es un fructo-oligosacárido que 
contiene hasta 35 unidades de fructosa unidas a través de enlaces β-1,2-
glicosídicos y que posee una alta importancia en los ámbitos agroalimentario 
y clínico llegando a ser un carbohidrato importante con diversos beneficios 
para la salud. La detección de inulina se realizó de forma selectiva, en 
presencia de fructosa libre, en menos de 300 s. Aunque tanto los NiNWs y 
los CuNWs mostraron electrocatálisis hacia la detección de inulina, se 
obtuvo 3 veces mayor sensibilidad usando los CuNWs en comparación con 
los NiNWs; por lo que estos nanohilos fueron los elegidos como más 
adecuados. Asimismo, se obtuvo una muy buena repetibilidad intra-
electrodo (RSD<8%; n=5) y una también muy buena reproducibilidad inter-
electrodos (RSD<9%; n=4), lo que indicó una excelente estabilidad del 
cobre nano-escalado. Un resultado muy interesante resultó ser la elevada 
sensibilidad que exhibió la inulina, a pesar de su estructura compleja, en 
comparación con la encontrada para su monómero, fructosa, resultando ser 
40 veces superior. La combinación de la elevada sensibilidad y del bajo nivel 
de ruido permitió obtener LODs de 3 µM para este carbohidrato. Durante 
el análisis de muestras reales, se obtuvieron, asimismo, recuperaciones 
cuantitativas y reproducibles (97-103%, RSD<4%) indicando un 
comportamiento analítico del método excelente en dichos términos. 
La detección electroquímica acoplada a los sistemas microfluídicos 
cuando éstos son utilizados como microchips de electroforesis (ME), ha 
demostrado ser una herramienta poderosa en el análisis de alimentos. Sin 
embargo, el empleo de nanomateriales en estos sistemas microfluídicos no 
se ha estudiado con profundidad, aun sabiendo que los nanomateriales 
pueden mejorar significativamente el rendimiento analítico de los mismos, 
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tal y como se ha indicado anteriormente. En este sentido y seguidamente, se 
estudió el acoplamiento entre el ME con nanohilos de cobre (CuNWs) para 
el análisis individual de monosacáridos (glucosa y fructosa) en muestras de 
mieles. La estrategia empleando los ME-CuNWs permitió la separación de 
glucosa y fructosa en tiempos inferiores a 250 s bajo condiciones 
optimizadas de separación (NaOH 20 mM + 10 mM H3BO3, pH=12; 
voltage de separación de 1000 V) y detección (E=+0,70 V en NaOH 20 
mM + H3BO3 10 mM, pH=12). Asimismo se obtuvo una excelente 
estabilidad en el flujo electro-osmótico (EOF) durante el análisis de las 
muestras (RSDs<2% en tiempos de migración). Los contenidos 
cuantitativos de glucosa y fructosa obtenidos individualmente empleando 
ME-CuNWs fueron comparados con los obtenidos mediante HPLC-RI 
encontrándose una elevada concordancia entre ellos y mostrando errores 
por debajo de 10% indicando una buena exactitud del método. 
Por último, se estudió el acoplamiento de los sistemas 
microfluídicos-LOC con CuNWs como detectores electroquímicos para el 
diagnóstico rápido de galactosemia en muestras de orina de neonatos.  La 
galactosemia es una enfermedad rara que se diagnostica mediante la 
detección específica de galactosa 1-fosfato (Gal 1-P), galactosa (Gal) y 
galactosa uridil difosfato (UDP-Gal), según se corresponda con los 
diferentes tipos de galactosemia, I , II y III; respectivamente. Debido a la 
baja prevalencia de esta enfermedad, la disponibilidad de muestra es muy 
escasa y los métodos de cribado para el diagnóstico de la misma no son 
comúnmente empleados. En estos trabajos, de nuevo el detector 
electroquímico nanoescalado mostró una excelente estabilidad tal y como lo 
indicaron la repetibilidad intra-electrodo (RSD<8%; n=10) y la 
reproducibilidad inter-electrodos (RSD <12%; n=5) obtenidas. Bajo 
condiciones óptimas de separación (NaOH 3 mM, pH=11,5; voltaje de 
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separación de +750 V) y de detección (E=+0,70 V en NaOH 3 mM, 
pH=11,5), se identificaron los diferentes tipos de galactosemias de manera 
inequívoca, diferenciando entre los tipos I, II, III usando muestras de orina 
de neonatos enfermos previamente diagnosticados. La detección se llevó a 
cabo en menos de 350 s, requiriéndose un bajísimo consumo de muestra de 
orina, con una relación S/N excelente (comprendida entre 14 y 80), LODs 
en el rango micro-molar, mucho más bajos que los niveles de corte (Gal 1-
P>0,4 mM y Gal>1,4 mM) y recuperaciones cuantitativas y reproducibles 
(93-107%, RSD<6%). La importancia de las muestras de orina de neonatos 
estudiadas confirmó el potencial analítico del acoplamiento LOC-CuNWs 
revelando la madurez de la tecnología y abriendo nuevas vías para la futura 
implementación de aplicaciones de cribado en el campo. 
Por otra parte, el capítulo III agrupa los resultados obtenidos en la 
síntesis y caracterización de micromotores para la detección óptica de 
proteínas usando sistemas microfluídicos-LOC, en este caso de polydimetil-
siloxano (PDMS). En este trabajo, se diseñaron y desarrollaron 
micromotores catalíticos auto-propulsados y funcionalizados con 
anticuerpos para el reconocimiento, interacción y transporte de proteínas 
diana entre los diferentes reservorios de un dispositivo microfluídico-LOC. 
Estos micromotores catalíticos estuvieron constituidos por la arquitectura 
polímero/Ni/Pt. El polímero contiene restos carboxi en la capa polimérica 
más externa del polimero mixto (3,4-etilendioxitiofeno) (PEDOT)/COOH-
PEDOT y fue  funcionalizado posteriormente con el receptor de anticuerpo 
para reconocer selectivamente y capturar la proteína diana y poder llevar a 
cabo de esta forma y con éxito todas las etapas que constituyen un 
inmunoanálisis. El Pt permitió la generación de burbujas de oxígeno 
producidas por la catálisis del peróxido de hidrógeno sobre su superficie y el 
níquel permitió guiar adecuadamene el movimiento autónomo de dicho 
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micromotor generado por la propulsión ejercida por las mencionadas 
burbujas de oxígeno. En estos trabajos, todas las etapas del inmunoensayo 
se llevaron a cabo sin el empleo de ningún flujo y evitando todas las etapas 
de lavado comunes en bioensayos de proteínas empleando anticuerpos, 
gracias el transporte autónomo de la proteína capturada a través de los 
diferentes reservorios del sistema microfluídico.  
Finalmente, del conjunto de los resultados obtenidos en esta Tesis 
Doctoral, se puede concluir que los materiales unidimensionales estudiados 
-nanohilos catalíticos de níquel y cobre y los micromotores- han 
demostrado ser herramientas de análisis muy poderosas para mejorar la 
(bio)detección de moléculas diana en los campos tanto agroalimentario 
como clínico, empleando sistemas miniaturizados de análisis por inyección 
en flujo y sistemas microfluídicos basados en la tecnología lab-on-a-chip 
(LOC). Las ventajas inherentes de los sistemas de microfluídicos, tales 
como, la rapidez de análisis y bajo consumo de muestra y reactivos, además 
de las derivadas de la alta superficie específica y altamente funcionalizada de 
los nanomateriales estudiados, han sido creativa y sinérgicamente 
explotadas. 
Asimismo, el conjunto de los resultados presentados revelan la 
pertinencia y conveniencia del acoplamiento entre las microtecnologías y las 
nanotecnologías para la detección de moléculas diana en sistemas analíticos 
complejos dentro de los ámbitos agroalimentario y clínico, ampliándose 
nuevos horizontes en la Química Analítica contemporánea. 
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On the one hand, microfluidic systems and lab-on-a-chip (LOC) 
technologies seek to improve analytical performance by reducing the 
analysis time, decreasing the consumption of sample and reagents, 
diminishing the risk of contamination, integrating multiplexing analysis, and 
especially portability to provide the possibility of point-of-care and in field 
applications. In addition, one of the most powerful analytical applications of 
microfluidic-LOC systems relies on their inherent potency as screening 
tools for rapid diagnosis.  
On the other hand, the discovery of new materials, at the micro and 
nanoscale has opened new opportunities for the development of creative 
research. The inherent versatility of nanomaterials produces different 
shapes and sizes reaching the different dimensions of the material. As 
important blocks of nanotechnology, 1-D nanomaterials as structures with 
only one dimension extend, are very unique not only because they offer a 
high surface to volume, but also because they can easily be designed and 
fabricated with different segments which add tunable electronic properties 
and controlled functionality. This functionality includes from bimetallic 
nanowires that implies two materials and shows two functions (i.e. nickel 
and gold for magnetic guidance and chemistry functionalization, 
respectively) to sophisticated structures that possess autonomous 
movement (micromotors) as new and innovative alternatives for sensing 
and biosensing.  
Therefore, the development of new (bio)-sensing methods on 
boards of microfluidic-LOC systems based on the use of smart 1-D 
nanostructures such as metallic nanowires and micromotors comprise a new 
spectacular horizon.  
Hypothesis, motivation and milestones 
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Firstly, metallic nanowires (MNWs) are metallic or semiconducting 
nanostructures with cylindrical shape, without any hollow in the structure. 
They are one-dimensional anisotropic structures, with high specific surface 
and high aspect ratio (nanometers in diameter, micrometers in length).  
MNWs are very valuable tools for electrochemical sensing. They 
offer high currents because of their large surface area, thereby enabling large 
scale redox conversion, which increases the analytical sensitivity, and 
resistance passivation, and it yields very good reproducibility. In addition, 
electrocatalysis can be strategically exploited and well-conducted toward the 
selective detection of target analytes. Since it is well-known that the 
electrochemical oxidation of carbohydrates is favored by the electrocatalytic 
effect of copper and nickel; an improved analytical performance by the use 
of these catalytic nickel and copper nanowires, is highly expected for 
detection of these important analytes. 
In addition, in microfluidic-LOC systems, electrochemistry is a 
valuable detection mode that provides inherent sensitivity, permits 
miniaturization, and is highly compatible with micro- and nanotechnologies. 
Because of the extremely low sample volumes introduced into microfluidic-
LOC systems, the chip sensitivity is often low and presents a drawback of 
these systems; however the sensitivity can be enhanced and the problem 
overcome by exploiting the surface characteristics of nanomaterials, become 
as consequence the microfluidic-LOC systems coupling very pertinent.  
  
Secondly, micromotors are devices in the micro and nano scales 
capable of converting energy into movement and forces. The energy source 
is closely related to the microstructure shape, actually both shape and 
propulsion systems are connected. We can expect from micromotors new 
Hypothesis, motivation and milestones 
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and enhanced features related to their special characteristics. A remarkable 
one is its autonomous movement which can improve different steps of the 
analytical process, such as sample enrichment or detection. Another 
important characteristic of these micromotors is related to its tunable 
surface through different functionalization which can be used in many 
applications involving different kind of biomolecules, such as, enzymes or 
antibodies. The employment of these micromotors in confined 
microfluidic-LOC systems offers extraordinary promises such as the 
development of future free-fluidic pumping LOCs and avoids their derived 
instrumentation (i.e. pumps or high voltage suppliers) supporting the new 
(bio) sensing in the micromotors autonomous guided movement. 
All the characteristics mentioned above, convert these 1-D 
structures into unique tools in the current analytical nanoscience and 
nanotechnology field, and their exploration for improving detection of 
microfluidic-LOC systems has constituted the main motivation of this 
Doctoral Thesis. 
Accordingly, this Doctoral Thesis has two well-defined objectives.  
The first objective has been the synthesis and characterization of 
nickel and copper NWs for electrochemical carbohydrate sensing using 
flow-based miniaturized systems and microfluidic-LOC systems   
The second objective has been the synthesis and characterization of 
micromotors for optical immunoassay of proteins in microfluidic-LOC 
systems. IgG protein was chosen as model analyte. 
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The main identified milestones were:   
1- Optimization of the electro synthesis of nickel, copper and 
bimetallic nickel-copper nanowires using anodized alumina 
membranes as templates  
2- Analytical characterization of the nickel, copper and bimetallic 
nickel-copper nanowires using optical and electron microscopy, 
spectroscopy and electrochemical techniques 
3- Design and construction of screen printed detectors based on 
nickel, copper and bimetallic copper-nickel nanowires coupled 
to miniaturized flow injection devices for carbohydrate sensing 
4- Design and construction of electrochemical detectors based on 
nickel and copper nanowires coupled to microfluidic-LOC 
systems for carbohydrate sensing 
5- Optimization of the electro synthesis of micromotors using 
polycarbonate double conical membranes as templates 
6- Analytical characterization of the micromotors using optical and 
electron microscopy.  
7- Design of micromotors for immunoassay in microfluidic-LOC 
systems 
Accordingly to the target objectives, this thesis is divided in two 
main chapters. In the first chapter, synthesis and characterization of 
nanowires for carbohydrate electrochemical sensing using flow and 
microfluidic-LOC systems are presented. Further, the works involving flow 
injection analysis and microfluidic-LOC systems will be presented in two 
well-separated sections, respectively. In the second chapter, the synthesis 
Hypothesis, motivation and milestones 
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and characterization of micromotors for optical immunoassay in 
microfluidic-LOC systems are further presented. Finally, a general 
conclusion is briefly stated and future works are outlined. 
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II.1.1. Why nanowires for electrochemical (bio-)-sensing? 
Nanotechnology refers to any technology built in the nanoscale 
metrics that has applications on the real world1. For this reason, it covers 
the production and application of physical, chemical and biological systems 
at different scales: it goes from individual atoms or molecules to the 
integration of the resulting nanostructures into larger systems. 
Nanotechnology presents applications in a variety of fields, so research in 
nanotechnology encourages breakthroughs in many different areas such as 
materials, nanoelectronics, healthcare, energy or biotechnology. For the 
construction of the necessary elements two approaches are employed: top-
down and bottom-up. The top-down approach is based on the modification 
of an original piece of material that is modeled, removing the unnecessary 
parts until the desired shape is achieved; comparatively is like a sculptor 
building a statue from a raw piece of stone. It is commonly employed in 
electronics for chips construction, it is required the use of a mask to protect 
certain parts of the material and then chemically (i.e. acids) or physically (i.e. 
UV light) etched to get the desired design. The bottom-up approach can be 
understood as the opposite way; the fabrication of nano or micro structures 
made by linking small pieces as is done with the bricks for building houses. 
Atoms and small molecules are linked to fabricate the desired object; some 
examples of bottom-up approaches are the chemical synthesis or the 
electrochemistry, because atoms in a solution react to form a specific 
compound with a specific shape. 
The nature inspires the design of new processes to create micro and 
nano devices, being the bottom-up processes an alternative to overcome the 
inherent difficulties of the top-down approach related to the complex 
processes and instrumentation needed. Micro and nanosystems were usually 
at the beginning fabricated using top-down techniques, but the continuous 
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enhanced conductivity and high specific surface area due to this new 
material configuration. Herein, we are conceptually describing the 
advantages derived from the use of NWs in the electrochemical sensing and 
biosensing field: 
(i) Lower detection potentials. The greater surface area of NWs-based 
electrodes leads to lower current densities and therefore to lower 
“overpotentials” and a high efficiency in the electrocatalysis. It 
might have a strong effect on the electrocatalysis of analytes, 
therefore on lowering the detection potentials and in consequence, 
improving the overall selectivity of the analysis. 
(ii) Higher currents because the greater surface area of NWs-detectors 
enable larger scale redox conversion, consequently increasing the 
analytical sensitivity.  
(iii) Higher resistance to passivation originated from the greater surface 
area of the NWs-based detectors. This characteristic implies better 
reproducibility because the resulting signal is prone to fouling.  
(iv) High compatibility and functionality with bio-molecules. Biological 
systems can be very complex and sometimes, in order to work 
properly, they need several biomolecules in intimate proximity. As 
NWs can be made with fragments of different metals, a 
differentiated and oriented biofunctionalization of the NWs can be 
performed, developing a selective functionalization strategy for each 
NWs’ metal-fragment. 
NWs made from different materials (metal, metal oxides or 
polymers) have appeared in relevant literature during the last years, not only 
dealing with the fabrication but also for its application in electrochemical 
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sensing and biosensing6-10, however no reviews covering NWs in 
electrochemical sensing and biosensing have been reported in the field with 
the exception of a specific short review of adaptative nanowires for 
microsystems10. Accordingly with the scope of this Thesis, this introduction 
pretends to give an overview and rational approach about the synthesis, 
characterization and applications of NWs in the field of electrochemical 
sensing and biosensing.  
In the following sections, after a brief outline about synthesis and 
characterization of NWs, we will critically discuss along selected examples 
the use of NWs in the electroanalysis field. Firstly, electrochemical sensing 
and biosensing based NWs approaches will be discussed in two well-
separated sections and then we will mention the approaches involving NWs 
in microfluidic systems.  
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common employed materials for NW fabrication are anodic alumina oxide 
(Al2O3) (AAO) and ion track-etched polycarbonate (PC) templates. Both 
materials, AAO and PC, are widely employed for fabrication of filtration 
membranes, existing a broad variety of them with the adequate 
characteristics for its employment as template for NW synthesis. Other sort 
of membranes has also been used as templates, such as porous materials like 
porous silicon11, zeolites12, CNTs13, 14 and even biomolecules like DNA15. 
Alumina templates are produced by anodization of pure aluminum 
films utilizing acids, obtaining at the end of the process quasi cylindrical and 
parallel channels. They are very appreciated due to the uniformity of the 
pores and the high pore density achieved during the fabrication (109-1011 
pores/cm2). Furthermore, different pore diameters can be obtained by 
varying the anodization conditions, ranging from diameters of a few 
nanometers (<10) to 200 nm. PC templates are fabricated by ion 
bombardment of PC foils, followed by chemically etching of the ion tracks, 
obtaining a pore density up to 109 pores/cm2. Pores in this kind of 
templates are randomly distributed due to the fabrication process. Pore size 
and geometry can be tuned by varying the ion bombardment conditions. 
In order to simplify the process of NW synthesis these commercial 
membranes are commonly employed16, 17, avoiding the template fabrication 
step and focusing the efforts on the NW fabrication parameters. As the 
principal aim of this review is NWs fabrication and its applications for 
sensing and biosensing, we will focus on those works employing the 
commercial available membranes as templates and we will not go into 
details about the templates synthesis. 
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II.1.2.1.1 Electrochemical deposition 
The electrochemical synthesis of NWs by electrochemical 
deposition involves the reduction of a metal salt in the case of metals, 
following the reaction: 
Mn+(solution) + ne-                   M(metallic) 
The necessary electrons to carry out the process are provided by an 
external power supply (potentiostat)18, 19. The electrodeposition combined 
with membranes for the synthesis of NWs creates a low-cost technique that 
contributed to increase the interest in NWs. 
Direct template electrodeposition is a wet chemical synthesis 
technique based on the NW growth by reduction of metal ions within the 
pores of a membrane. When the potential is applied, cations diffuse through 
the channels and are deposited on the cathode, growing the NWs inside the 
template. The process usually takes place at room temperature and at 
ambient pressure, avoiding complex and high cost equipment and making 
this approach extremely attractive for a low cost and easy production of 
NWs20. 
Three electrodes compose the system, as in a regular 
electrochemical cell. An Ag/AgCl electrode and a platinum wire act as 
reference and counter electrodes, respectively. The NWs will grow on a 
surface that will act as the working electrode. The working electrode is the 
most special one in these devices. Indeed, to get the metal ions reduced 
inside the membrane pores, the membrane is transformed into a working 
electrode by sputtering a gold or platinum thin layer in one side of the 
membrane. The membrane sputtering introduces a thin working electrode 
at the membrane bottom, and over this new electrode the electrochemical 
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process of NWs growth happens. NWs grow in the unique free space, this 
is the membrane pores. Consequently, the NWs will adopt the shape of the 
pores whereas the length of the NWs can be easily controlled by monitoring 
the deposited charge. 
As already mentioned, among the membranes, AAO membranes 
have been considered an ideal template as they have many desirable 
characteristics, including a variety of pore dimensions, good mechanical 
strength, thermal stability and ordered nanotubes. For all these reasons they 
have also been widely used for electrochemical deposition. Moreover, AAO 
membranes present a high pore density (109–1011 cm2) which makes 
possible an elevated number of nanostructures. 
The electrochemical approach offers considerable advantages over 
other methods due to the wide variety of materials that can be electrolyzed 
to form the desired nanostructures, like metals (Ni, Cu, Au, Zn, Ag, Fe)21-24; 
conducting polymers (polypirrole, polyaniline, 3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene)25, 26; and semiconductors (CdSe, ZnO)27. This wide 
variety provides the possibility to synthesize NWs with sequentially 
deposited materials just by changing the electroplating solution or by 
changing the deposition conditions 24; opening the possibility to customize 
the nanostructures on demand for specific applications. As already 
mentioned, and as representative example, NWs with gold and nickel 
segments would be useful for thiol chemistry and magnetic control 
respectively, as it was already shown in Figure II.2.  
Electrochemical techniques can also be employed for growing 
polymeric NWs; this is, NWs synthesized by oxidative polymerization of 
the corresponding monomer. In this case, the monomer also polymerize 
inside the pores of the template adapting to its cylindrical shape25.  
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II.1.2.1.2 Electroless deposition  
Another NWs synthesis approach is the electroless deposition 
process. It is a chemical deposition process involving the use of a chemical 
agent to coat a material onto the template surface. There are two differences 
with the previous described technique. Firstly, electroless deposition is not 
limited to electrically conductive reagents. Secondly, the deposition starts 
from the pore wall and proceeds inwardly in contrast to electrodeposition 
where the growth starts at the bottom of the pores and from there the NWs 
grow. This particular way of growing allows the formation of hollow 
structures, like nanotubes, instead of solid NWs28, 29. The length of the 
nanotubes depends on several factors; mainly in the length of the 
deposition channels because the deposition time would affect nanotubes’ 
wall thickness. An increase in deposition time leads to thicker walls but not 
affects NWs’ thickness. 
II.1.2.1.3 Template filling 
With this technique, the template pores are filled with a liquid 
precursor or a colloidal suspension. Afterwards, a solidification process 
takes place. This is a very simple route but it is very important to ensure 
that the pores are completely filled with the liquid30, 31. If a solution has a 
good wettability for the template, the solution is able to diffuse through the 
membrane producing an enrichment of the solid component in the interior 
of the pores. When the pores are completely filled, the template is removed 
from the solution and dried. Later on, the membrane was burnt to remove 
the template and obtain the free NWs. Another alternative way for filling 
the pores with metallic materials is the use of molten metals. In this case, 
the template is immersed in the liquid metal and high gas pressure is applied 
to allow the pore filling. Polymeric NWs have also been synthesized by this 
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method, with a solution that contains not only the monomer but also a 
polymerization agent able to trigger the reaction. 
II.1.2.2 Template free approaches  
In order to avoid the employment of templates to simplify the 
synthesis of NWs or elude the hard conditions employed for the template 
removal, some template free methods have been developed32. 
II.1.2.2.1 Chemical approach 
Chemical approach is a strategy employed for NWs fabrication that 
does not need any template. The NWs grow over a metal wire or an 
electrodic surface that act like a support for the growth. The wire is dipped 
briefly into a solution which contains the reagents that will form the NW, 
being afterwards dried. This process can be repeated to obtain the desired 
structure or to get higher yields in the process. A similar approach is the 
polymerization of a monomer over an electrode, creating a new surface able 
to load biological material, such as enzymes, and also increasing the surface 
improving the electrochemical characteristics of the resulting composite 
electrode. 
One relevant example of this approach is the polyol synthesis 
method which is based on the addition of reagents drop by drop at a 
constant solution temperature in which ethylene glycol (EG) act as both, 
solvent and reducing agent. The polyol synthesis was originally introduced 
by Fievet et al.33 as an excellent method for the synthesis of submicrometer-
sized metallic nanoparticles. Nowadays, is a common approach for the 
synthesis of metallic nanostructures.  
The chemical approach is a highly versatile method, with many 
possible variations, such as temperature, additives, or stirring speed. As an 
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example, Sun et al.34 developed a protocol for the synthesis of silver NWs, 
introducing poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP) as a coordination reagent able to 
control the size and shape of the formed nanostructures. 
II.1.2.2.2 Nanowires built from nanoparticles 
This templateless approach is based on the growing of NWs using 
nanoparticles as construction material. A mixture solution of an aqueous 
colloidal metal nanoparticle suspension and an organic solvent (i.e. toluene) 
is agitated. The vigorous movement facilitates the drain of the nanoparticles 
to the organic phase. The interaction between the organic phase and the 
nanoparticles decreases the mutual electrostatic repulsion allowing the 
nanoparticle coalescence and subsequently the NWs formation. With this 
methodology, the fabricated NWs are like a chain linked by the 
nanoparticles35. The main advantage of this method remains in avoiding the 
step of the template removal, often difficult or aggressive, to the already 
synthesized nanostructure.  
Sun et al.36, have developed a synthetic method for growing silver 
NWs from platinum nanoparticles seeds. In a first step, platinum 
nanoparticles are formed by reduction of PtCl2 with EG that acts as both 
solvent and reducing agent. Once Pt nanoparticles are formed, AgNO3 is 
added to the solution forming silver nanoparticles. The reaction mixture is 
refluxed at 160 ˚C, to induce the smaller silver nanoparticles to dissolve and 
grow over the bigger ones, producing as a result silver NWs. Modification 
of the experimental conditions, such as, temperature or the seed solution 
concentration, directly influence in the characteristics of the NWs.  
Caswell et al.32 followed a different approach modifying the 
methodology for nanoparticles’ synthesis: metal ions are reduced by citrate 
or another reducing agent in a boiling solution to form nanoparticles. The 
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novelty of this work consists in obtaining NWs by varying the experimental 
conditions. Hence, it is possible to promote the growth of these 
nanoparticles in a certain direction, influenced by the reducing agent, and as 
a result NWs are finally synthesized. This method offers a simple route for 
NWs fabrication being a very clean alternative because it avoids the 
template removal and the presence of interferences due to this step. 
II.1.2.2.3 Chemical vapor deposition  
Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is a common technique for CNT 
synthesis without using any template which has also been explored for 
NWs. In short, CVD is based in the deposition of a solid material from a 
gaseous phase, on a solid substrate. This solid support is usually silicon 
wafers but also other materials as metal sheets can be employed. 
During the process, the precursor gases pass through a reaction 
chamber and come into contact with the heated substrate, then it reacts or 
decomposes forming a solid phase. 
This technique is able to produce large-scale amounts of 
nanomaterials, so it is very promising for future applications involving 
nanomaterials such as energy storage or new materials with a nanostructure 
coating37, 38. In contrast, this technique involves the use of complex 
instrumentation and usually high temperatures and longtime processes are 
required.  
II.1.2.3. Carbothermal reduction 
This method is based in the mixture of a compound, containing the 
desired element that will form the NW, with the carbon reduction agent (i.e. 
graphite powder). The mixture is placed in the furnace at several hundreds 
of Celsius degrees. This process permit to achieve the elemental form of 
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many metals but is not suitable for the metal oxides due to the drastic 
conditions employed39. 
II.1.2.4. Chemical etching 
Chemical etching is not strictly a metal NW synthesis technique as it 
is employed to decorate previously synthesized NWs. Metals are deposited 
by electroless plating on the NWs, typically silicon NWs. Silicon NWs are 
usually fabricated by lithography or by CVD processes40, 41 because the 
characteristics of the silicon NWs obtained by these methods are well-
known. 
In summary, the methods described above have different 
characteristics, with well-defined advantages and disadvantages. The 
fabrication process is commonly related to the later application. For 
example, NWs are grown directly over an electrode to avoid its fixation 
over the surface, electrochemical deposition assisted by templates is used in 
order to obtain free NWs ready for different processes (modifications, 
functionalization) using simple instrumentation while chemical protocols 
are needed when the reagents are not electroactive, because harder 
conditions are required. 
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II.1.3. Characterization of nanowires 
The characterization of the NWs is an essential step to check the 
correct fabrication of the nanostructures. Commonly, NWs are defined by 
their shape, i.e. their length and their diameter and also by its chemical 
composition, so we need to ensure all these characteristics by using 
different techniques. 
NWs characterization is commonly carried out using electron 
microscopy, both transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM). 
SEM is more extensively employed for NWs study because it covers 
the wide size range of NWs (from a few nanometers to hundreds of 
nanometers in diameter, as well as microns in length) allowing not only a 
complete visualization of the nanostructure but also a detailed study of their 
surfaces. The employment of SEM for NWs characterization also enables 
the study of bulk materials. Additionally, it allows the observation of larger 
areas, studying the distribution of these nanomaterials over the surface and 
getting more information about the size distribution. 
TEM is used when NWs size is in the resolution limits of SEM (a 
few nanometers) or when higher magnification is desired although it is not 
frequently employed for NWs study. This technique is more convenient for 
other kind of nanostructures observation such as nanoparticles.  
Field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) has also 
been employed when the electrodes are modified with the NWs to study its 
distribution over the electrode. FESEM is employed to obtain higher 
resolution images in less aggressive conditions enabling the sample 
conservation, since no metal coating of the sample is needed. FESEM also 
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offers the advantage of a non-destructive technique and can work in the 
presence of humidity in the chamber. 
Energy dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDS) is an analytical 
technique used for elemental analysis of a sample that supports the study of 
NWs composition or its purity. For a more complete elemental 
composition, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is done. XPS gives 
quantitative information about the surface chemistry including the empirical 
formula or the chemical state of the compounds in the surface. 
When the NWs are functionalized with a biomolecule, several 
electrochemical techniques can be applied in order to characterize the 
binding of the biomolecule to the NWs’ surface. Among these techniques 
cyclic voltammetry (CV) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) 
are the most used ones, because they compare the behavior of the 
electrodes depending on their modification and study the interface 
properties of modified electrodes.  
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II.1.4. Nanowires in electrochemical sensing 
A variety of inorganic and organic target molecules have been 
electrochemically detected using both MNWs and PolyNWs. In this section, 
firstly the application of NWs in sensing of hydrogen peroxide (excluding 
when this molecule comes from an enzymatic reaction) and inorganic 
analytes will be presented. Then, the critical discussion of organic molecules 
will be stated involving a wide range such as ascorbic acid (AA), hydrazines, 
carbohydrates, alcohols, drugs and dyes.  
Several examples for free-enzyme electrochemical sensing-based 
NWs for H2O2 have appeared in the literature. H2O2 is widely extended in 
nature as human metabolite indicating the existence of an illness as well as a 
product metabolite in food decomposition, being indicative of the product 
quality as well. X. Gao et al.42 employed a chitosan film to hold the 
synthesized silver NWs over the surface of a glassy carbon electrode (GCE) 
and in that way enhancing not only the sensor sensitivity due to the NWs 
but also the architecture stability through the chitosan polymer film. In 
another strategy43, a modified GCE with ultra-long MnOOH NWs achieved 
an amperometric detector with enhanced sensitivity and selectivity. Y. Zhou 
et al.44 synthesized gold-platinum alloy NWs for hydrogen peroxide 
detection in microelectrode devices. The obtained synergies are derived 
from the combination of the metals present in the alloy; as a result of the 
enhanced sensitivity of the alloy versus individual metals, a wider linear 
range and selectivity in the presence of common interference species was 
achieved easily. Taking advantage of the great background existing on 
silicon structures synthesis techniques, Q. Yan et al.41 synthesized silicon 
NWs via chemical etching and afterwards these silicon NWs were decorated 
with nickel via an electroless deposition. CV and amperometry were 
employed to investigate the suitability of the Ni/Si NWs electrodes. As 
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happens with other transition metals, the presence of nickel oxides in the 
surface of the electrode is related with the observed electrocatalysis. It is 
hypothesized that the H2O2 reacts with the nickel oxides reducing its form 
Ni3+ to Ni2+ and the subsequent electrochemical re-oxidation to Ni3+ 
produce the analytical current. 
Polypyrrole (PPy) conducting polymers have also been nanoscaled 
to build NWs for detection of important molecules such as ammonia and 
hydrazines. M.P. Massafera et al.45, presented a sensor based on PPy-NWs 
grown by a template free approach on the surface of a gold electrode for 
ammonia sensing in solution. An increment in the amount of PPy produced 
a current increase. In contrast, longer NWs led to a reduction in the 
conductivity and therefore in the sensor sensitivity, then a compromise 
between the PPy amount deposited and the length of the NWs was 
required. The length of the NWs influences the electrochemical response, 
but there is not a general conclusion about it. Longer NWs often result in a 
loss of performance but it depends on each specific case.  
J. Lin et al.46 built a sensitive and selective sensor for sensing 
hydrazine and hydroxylamine by a two steps modification process. Firstly 
PPy-NWs were deposited on the surface of a GCE, then, gold nanoparticles 
(GNPs) were electrochemically deposited over the PPy-NWs modified 
electrode. PPy-NWs network is an efficient electron transporter between 
the GNPs and the GCE surface, and also provides a 3D structure to 
support the GNPs increasing the active surface area and the mass transport 
rate, and as a result it reduces the accumulation of oxidation products 
preventing the electrode fouling. This antifouling effect gives the system the 
necessary reproducibility. It is also remarkable the electrocatalytic effect of 
the composite electrode that lowered the potential peak for both 
compounds from +0.600 V to +0.181 and +0.218 in the CV studies for 
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hydrazine and hydroxylamine respectively. It provides the necessary 
selectivity towards other electroactive nitrogen containing compounds 
converting the developed sensor in a suitable platform for monitoring 
industrial processes regarding these important and extensively used 
compounds. 
Detection of AA and formaldehyde has been explored using 
palladium NWs. D. Wen et al.47 employed a GCE as a supporting electrode 
for the modification with ultrathin Pd NWs for the detection of AA. 
Figure II.4 shows different TEM images of the ultrathin Pd NWs 
employed for the AA determination in this work. The presence of the Pd 
NWs enhances the electron transfer between the analyte and the electrode, 
reduces the oxidation over-potential and improves analytical features like 
linear range or reproducibility. Another work based on the employment of 
Pd NWs was done by Y. Zhang et al.48, where the Pd NWs grew directly on 
the surface of a GCE using an AAO template. The amperometric detection 
of formaldehyde was carried out with negligible interferences from 
acetaldehyde, ethanol or 1-propanol. The bare GCE does not present 
activity towards the formaldehyde oxidation; therefore, the NWs are 
responsible of the analytical signal. Furthermore the authors assure an 
antifouling effect related to a different oxidation pathway introduced by the 
Pd NWs that bypass the formation of the poisonous intermediate CO.  
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With the aim of producing cheaper but sensitive enough sensors, 
iron has been studied as a novel material for the synthesis of nanostructures 
able to introduce new features on common detectors for glucose detection. 
C. Xia et al.58 synthesized FeOOH NWs using a simple solution phase 
route. The NWs were immobilized in the surface of a GCE using QPVP-
Os (quaternized poly (4-vinylpyridine)) partially complexed with osmium bis 
(2, 2’-bipyridine). The study of the electrode behavior revealed an enzyme 
mimetic electrocatalytic effect of the FeOOH NWs similar to peroxidases. 
Differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) was used for the determination of 
glucose concentration without interference from common species like 
dopamine or AA. 
Since ED of alcohols is also favored by the use of Ni and Pt 
materials, their electrochemistry based MNWs have also been reported. B. 
Tao et al. constructed different sensors based on Pd-Ni/SiNWs59, 40. SiNWs 
were fabricated following a wet chemical etching and then nickel and 
palladium were co-plated by an electroless deposition onto the silicon NWs 
surface in a decorated approach. In both cases the detection is performed 
using amperometry and CV with good results in terms of sensitivity and 
limit of detection (LOD) in the micro molar range, indicating the suitability 
of the developed electrodes for alcohol determination. 
 
Literature offers also elegant NWs approaches for electrochemical 
sensing of other important target molecules such as morphine and cysteine. 
G. Yang et al.60 constructed a morphine sensor based on gold nanotubes 
attached onto the surface of a GCE. The gold nanotubes were fabricated 
following an electrodeposition protocol on an AAO membrane and later on 
attaching the synthesized NWs array on the surface of the electrode. 
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Morphine was determined successfully in serum samples by DPV with the 
necessary selectivity towards potential interferents such as glucose, ascorbic 
or uric acids or others narcotics like cocaine. The determination of cysteine 
has also been carried out using gallium nitride NWs synthesized via vapor–
liquid–solid mechanism, on silicon substrate with Au as catalyst61. The 
synthesized NWs were directly employed as working electrode for the CV 
studies showing electrocatalytic effect towards cysteine under physiological 
conditions. Another cysteine sensor based on manganese dioxide NWs 
modified GCE is reported by Y. Bai et al.62. The authors used an 
electrochemical templateless approach for the NWs synthesis and the β-
MnO2 NWs were then trapped in the surface of a GCE using a chitosan 
hydrogel. The β-MnO2 NWs are the responsible of the cysteine oxidation 
through a specific reaction with the –SH group of the amino acid.  
Other important biological molecules such as NADH have also 
been electrochemically explored using a non-enzymatic NWs approaches. 
Following with the advantages provided by the combination of various 
nanostructures, an electrode formed by poly (toluidine blue O)/CNT 
composite NWs for the detection of NADH at a lower potential was 
fabricated by A. Zeng et al.63. Briefly, first of all an adduct formed by the 
CNTs and toluidine blue O (TBO) was prepared and then a drop of the 
mixture was cast in the surface of a GCE, dried at room temperature, and 
finally electropolymerized by CV. The composite electrode was applied to 
oxidize NADH obtaining a broad linear range from 2.0 µM to 4.5 mM and 
a LOD of 0.5 µM. The amperometric response of the composite electrode 
was much higher than the other approaches tested demonstrating the 
suitability of the bottom-up approach for constructing composite electrodes 
for sensitive and reproducible determinations. In addition, the detection 
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was performed at 0.0 V increasing the selectivity due to the low potential 
employed. 
L. Liu et al.64 have employed lanthanum hydroxide NWs to modify a 
carbon paste electrode for the detection of the non-steroidal anti-
inflammatory drug mefenamic acid (MFA). The NWs were fabricated 
following a chemical method and were mixed with graphite powder and 
paraffin oil to construct the paste electrode. The results showed a high 
sensitivity of 6 pM for MFA and the necessary selectivity versus potential 
interferents like amino acids or ascorbic and uric acids, being suitable for 
the determination of MFA in biological samples. 
Finally, S.S. Mandal et al.65, proposed a sensor based on TiO2 NWs 
for the detection of cationic industrial dyes, using methylene blue (MB) as a 
representative cationic dye. The detection was performed via CV on a GCE 
modified with the TiO2 NWs. Interestingly, the authors found out that the 
sensing capabilities were enhanced in bigger NWs indicating a surface 
dependent effect. The authors also proposed these NWs for photocatalytic 
degradation of cationic dyes in aqueous solution. 
Accordingly to the target analytes studied, Table II.1 condenses the 
main analytical information of the studied works in this section. Firstly, 
table shows the analytes studied in each work and its application regarding 
to the analysis of real samples; secondly, the material of which the NWs are 
built, the synthesis method and the dimensions of them and finally how 
these NWs are incorporated to the electrochemical system, the detection 
principle itself and the LODs achieved by these works. 
In most of the works, NWs are built using template assisted or wet 
chemical methods as they are the more versatile and easier approaches. In 
many cases, NWs are used to modify GCE in order to improve the 
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characteristics of a well-established electrode, but some new ways are being 
opened, or using the NWs as electrodic substrate itself. CV and AD are 
commonly used as they are useful simple techniques to achieve the 
development of sensors. NWs are usually characterized employing 
techniques such as SEM, TEM or XPS to study its morphological features 
and the modified electrodes are extensively explored by CV to determine 
the experimental conditions for the later experiments and to check every 
step and its influence to the system during the modifications. 
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II.1.5. Nanowires in electrochemical biosensing 
When the potential of the NWs is combined with the selectivity and 
sensitivity of biomolecules, the power of these hybrid structures becomes 
enhanced. These biosensors are increasing their relevance in the last years 
and different MNWs have been employed as immobilization surface for 
biomolecules. Conceptually speaking, and as we have already stated in the 
introduction, in biosensing, NWs present not only all the electronic 
advantages previously mentioned, moreover they permit an oriented 
functionalization of its surface. Biological systems can be very complex and 
sometimes, to work properly, they need several biomolecules in intimate 
proximity. As NWs can be made with fragments of different metals, a 
differentiated and oriented biofunctionalization of the NWs can be 
performed, developing a selective functionalization strategy for each NW’s 
metal-fragment. This characteristic permits to co-immobilizate on the same 
NWs different biomolecules, mimicking nature’s pattern. Not only MNWs 
are applied in biosensing. PPy is a conducting polymer with excellent 
characteristics for biosensing due to its high conductivity and 
electrochemical activity; moreover PPy shows biocompatibility being a 
perfect candidate for developing this kind of biosensors.  
A variety of biomolecules have been utilized in combination with 
NWs. In this section, firstly the application of enzymes in biosensing is 
presented, then the integration between antibodies and NWs creates 
interesting immunosensors, and finally the most new sensors being the ones 
based in aptamers and DNA sensors, are explained. 
Glucose oxidase (GOx) is one of the most studied enzymes using 
different NWs, (Au, Ag, PPy, PANI, ZnO, MnO2…) for glucose 
biosensing. NWs in these systems can be doped with another nanostructure 
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as PtNPs66 or with a material that facilitates the immobilization as chitosan, 
glutaraldehyde (GLA) or Nafion67-70. 
In these glucose sensors, in most of the cases, the deposition of 
NWs on the electrode follows a drop casting method68, 70, drying a drop of a 
NWs suspension onto the electrode. Another strategy consists in the direct 
electrodeposition of the NWs on the electrode, where the measurements 
will take place71, 72. There are methodologies where NWs and biomolecules 
are previously mixed and then with this mixture the working electrode is 
drop cast73. 
Considering the functionalization of the NWs with the GOx, several 
casting protocols have been evaluated by EIS, and have proved that GOx is 
steadily absorbed onto the MnO2NWs film, maintaining high bioactivity68. 
Another functionalization methodology implies electrochemical processes 
that allows the reaction between the NWs and the enzymes74: an oxidation 
potential is applied in order to force the electrostatic interaction between 
the enzyme and the NWs. Irreversibly, the enzyme can be attached to the 
NWs via covalent interactions71 utilizing the NHS/EDC chemistry for 
activating the carboxyl terminal groups of PPyCOOH/PPy composite 
NWs. In the case of GOx biosensors, in some cases, the immobilization via 
electrostatic interaction is combined with a cross-linking of the biomolecule 
with GLA, Nafion or both reagents68, 72. Cross-linkers are also used in GOx 
biosensors based in AgNWs, where chitosan is mixed with the enzyme and 
then the electrode modified with AgNWs is cast with the mixture solution70, 
75. 
J. Li et al.76 developed a composite glucose sensor through 
consecutive steps; firstly the authors synthesized amperometrically the 
PPyNWs directly on the surface of a GCE, secondly the platinum 
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nanoclusters were deposited by CV over the PPy-GCE and finally the GOx 
was immobilized together with the polymerization by CV in neutral media 
of o-aminophenol (OAP). It is hypothesized that the 3D structure generated 
on the electrode increases the amount of loaded enzyme and therefore the 
production of H2O2. The H2O2 is electrochemically oxidized at the highly 
sensitive PPy-Pt nanocomposite obtaining good linearity and a LOD of 
0.45 µM and also good selectivity through common interferents (AA, UA 
and acetaminophen) was also achieved. GOx can be also attached to gold 
NWs77. With these NWs, a redox mediator ferrocene monocarboxylic acid 
(FcCOOH) has been employed in order to reduce problems related to 
oxygen consumption and interference effects, increasing the intensity of the 
signal77. In this case, the enzyme is not immobilized, it is mixed with the 
buffer and added under soluble conditions to the system where the 
measurements will take place. Gold NWs are also able to work properly 
with the enzyme immobilized on the electrode, without needing any 
mediator73.  
Although GOx has been the most widely used enzyme, more 
enzyme-based biosensors with different NWs have also been reported. In 
most of the cases, the enzymatic reaction generates H2O2 which is the final 
molecule that the electrode measures.  
A cholesterol biosensor based in gold NWs activated with thioctic 
acid and two different enzymes (cholesterol oxidase and cholesterol 
esterase) immobilized on the NWs, showed good linearity and low 
interferences78. Glutamate oxidase (GlutOx) has been immobilized onto 
gold NWs arrays modified with Pt nanoparticles, binding the enzyme to this 
nanoarchitecture with a solution of GLA and Nafion79. In this glutamate 
detection system, the electrode shows an excellent performance towards the 
oxidation of H2O2 being a perfect candidate for the immobilization of an 
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NWs. It can be found in the literature immunosensors with polyaniline 
(PANI) NWs functionalized with EDC/NHS which binds the primary 
antibody83. These structures are able to detect proteins such as IgG or 
myoglobin, depending on which mAb is immobilized, by the measurement 
of the conductance changes of the NWs. Gold NWs combined with 
polyvinyl butyral (PVB) membranes are applied for detecting testosterone 
where antibodies have been immobilized onto the gold NWs combined 
with PVB84. 
Aptasensors are another kind of sensors that can be built onto 
NWs85-87. Aptamers, artificial oligonucleotides isolated from combinatorial 
nucleic acid libraries, present many advantages compared to antibodies, 
such as higher stability, higher affinity and reproducible chemical 
production. The detection of avian influenza virus H5N1 gene sequence has 
been performed with a DNA aptamer immobilized onto a hybrid 
nanomaterial electrode. The modified electrode presented multi-wall carbon 
nanotubes (MWCNT), PPy-NWs and GNPs88. Thrombin has been detected 
with aptamer conjugated Mo6S9-xIx NWs. A gold electrode is modified with 
the NWs and the aptamer conjugated electrode was prepared by placing the 
modified electrode into a thiolated aptamer solution86.  
Sophisticated composite electrodes have also been applied for the 
detection of DNA molecules39. In this work the authors constructed a 
nanoarchitecture over a GCE combining different nanomaterials. Firstly, 
ZnONW were prepared via a carbothermal reduction process, NWs aliquot 
was then dropped on the GCE surface; secondly a MWCNT suspension 
was cast over the ZnONW-GCE. Then GNPs were deposited on the 
modified electrode and finally the DNA probe was dropped on the 
GNP/MWCNT/ZnONW/GCE modified electrode. After modification 
the non-attached DNA probe was removed using SDS. The concentration 
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of the DNA complementary sequence was related to obtain a DPV signal 
of the reduction of RuHex, as the reduction peak currents of RuHex 
increased when complementary DNA increased. A logarithmic relation was 
found between both parameters with a broad linear range (1.0·10−13-
1.0·10−7 M) and a LOD of 3.5×10−14 M. 
However, other simpler DNA biosensors’ configurations can be 
found in the literature. This is the example of the work presented by 
Ramulu et al.89, where AuNWs were synthesized following a two-step 
electrodeposition technique, and GCE was modified with these AuNWs. A 
thiolated DNA probe is conjugated to the AuNWs via gold-thiol chemistry. 
The hybridization to the probe DNA was accomplished, following the 
reaction with DPV measurements. In another work, a mixed electrode 
configuration only with PANI-NWs and graphene was presented90. In this 
work, the oligonucleotide probe was immobilized through the formation of 
phosphoramidate bonds between the amino group of PANI and phosphate 
group of the oligonucleotides. The authors demonstrated the advantages of 
the application of nanomaterials in biosensors’ performance: the larger 
electrode effective surface area of the PANI-NWs modified electrode 
provoques larger DPV current response compared to the PANI modified 
electrode; achieving detection limits of 3.25×10−13 M. 
Regarding these works, the main analytical information is 
summarized in Table II.2. As previously discussed in the text, the 
information has been classified following enzymatic, immunosensor and 
genosensor approach accordingly to the biomolecule and the detected 
analyte. In each case, from left to right, it is specified the material, the 
synthesis process, the dimensions of the NWs when provided, and their 
characterization methods. The characterization has been applied to the 
NWs and also to the electrode modified with them. Usually, despite the 
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possibility of coimmobilizing several biomolecules in the NWs surface, only 
one enzyme or protein is immobilized on them. From top to down, the 
enzymatic sensors based in GOx are detailed, being organized the different 
articles depending on the NWs’ nature. When the biosensor is an enzymatic 
one, an amperometry is the most employed analytical technique. 
Nevertheless, with aptasensors and DNA sensors, the measurements are 
recorded by DPV. Remarkably with this kind of sensors, extremely low 
LODs are obtained. It is also important to highlight that not many of the 
works are tested in real samples, probably due to the inherent complexity of 
the matrix. 
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II.1.6. Nanowires in microfluidic electrochemical sensing  
The next natural step is the application of NWs as coupled detectors 
to flow and separation techniques. While no coupling of NWs neither flow 
injection analysis (FIA) nor to conventional separation techniques has been 
reported, there are some examples of NWs coupled to microfluidic devices.  
Microfluidic and lab-on-a-chip technologies seek to improve 
analytical performance by reducing the analysis time, decreasing the 
consumption of sample and reagents, diminishing the risk of contamination, 
consuming less power, and increasing reliability, functionality and sensitivity 
through automation, integrating multiplexing analysis, and especially 
portability to provide the possibility of point-of-care applications91-94. 
Therefore, microfluidic platforms are especially suitable for sensing and 
biosensing as novel generation of sensors and biosensor95. Indeed, 
miniaturization dramatically reduces the consumption of expensive reagents 
and special samples (i.e. neonatal urine and spinal fluid) and procedures can 
be automated, since the different steps and fluid movement can be easily 
controlled, especially with electrokinetic fluidic motion, through the control 
of applied electric fields. 
ED has been proven as an ideal and valuable technique to be 
incorporated in miniaturized devices, due to its inherent facility for 
miniaturization without loss of performance, high sensitivity and 
compatibility with the micro-and nano-technologies96, 97. When used in the 
electrochemical detectors of microfluidic systems, nanomaterials can 
significantly improve their analytical performance91, 96, 98. The scale of a 
typical nanomaterial is compatible with the scale of a typical microfluidic 
system. In addition, as it was stated in the introduction, the nanomaterials 
can offer high currents because of their large surface areas, thereby enabling 
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large-scale redox conversion, which increases the analytical sensitivity, 
resists passivation, and yields very good reproducibility. Because of the 
extremely low sample volumes introduced into microfluidic systems, the 
chip sensitivity is often low being this feature a drawback of these systems. 
This problem can be overcome by exploiting the surface characteristics of 
nanomaterials, turning the microfluidic systems-NWs coupling into a very 
pertinent application for a novel generation of microfluidic systems.  
Although in the field of detection in microfluidics the most used 
nanomaterials have been CNTs99-102; some works using MNWs involving 
both electrochemical sensing and biosensing have also been reported. S. 
Aravamudhan et al.103 developed a microfluidic platform for nitrate sensing 
based on doped PPy-NWs. The PPy NWs were synthesized using a 
chemical template assisted approach, where the nitrate was used during the 
synthesis as doping agent for further selective chemical recognition towards 
nitrate. The NWs were employed inside a flow through cell with the aim of 
developing field sensors for monitoring nitrate in the environment. The 
PPy NWs based electrode exhibited high sensitivity and selectivity even 
during the analysis of seawater samples. 
The first example of the introduction of NWs as detectors in 
microfluidic separation system is constituted by the work realized by E. 
Piccin et al.104 using nickel NWs for carbohydrate and amino acid sensing. 
The detector was constructed by sputtering a gold layer around the 
separation channel outlet that served as electrical contact for the NWs. This 
work showed the influence of the NWs and also its orientation towards the 
detection, concluding that the alignment of the NWs is critical for a better 
resolution and an enhanced sensitivity, where any signal is obtained when 
NWs are not positioned over the sputtered contact. 
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Finally, some examples integrating biosensing on microfluidic 
platform using NWs have also been reported. The detection of cholesterol 
in serum in a microfluidic platform using AuNW immobilized with 
cholesterol oxidase and cholesterol esterase has been reported78. The 
estimation of cholesterol is based on the H2O2 amperometrically detected as 
a result of the enzymatic reaction. Also, an aptamer-functionalized single 
PANI NW for the detection of IgE, an allergic biomarker, has been 
developed, immobilizing the aptamer to the NW in presence of 
EDC/NHS87. PPy NWs can also be synthesized with the aptamer present in 
the same solution. This protocol has been tested with an IgE aptamer and 
with another aptamer for Mucin 1, a protein over expressed in almost all 
human epithelial cells85. This kind of NWs has been applied in microfluidic 
applications, for rapid and label-free detection of proteins. 
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II.1.7. Outlook and perspectives 
During the last years, the high potential of MNWs and PolyNWs in 
electrochemical sensing and biosensing applications has been demonstrated, 
leading to an important piece of work and advances.  
NWs from different materials such as metals, metal oxides, alloys, 
polymers or hybrid materials have been employed in a wide variety of 
applications, ranging from surface enhanced electrodes to platform for 
biomaterials immobilization. Its outstanding characteristics related to its size 
and, as a consequence, to its high surface to volume ratio make these 
nanostructures excellent candidates to lead a new sensors generation with 
the doubtless advantage of their possible incorporation to portable and 
disposable devices. 
NWs have been used as an electrochemical transducer in an effort 
to increase the electrode’s surface area with the final objective of improved 
sensitivities and LODs.  MNWs and PolyNWs have also been employed as 
a substrate for further modification with biomaterials serving as an excellent 
platform to connect the biomolecules, making possibly a faster electronic 
transfer rate even avoiding the use of mediators. The coupling between 
microfluidics with NWs is not very extended, but is a promising approach 
for further improvement of them achieving the necessary requirements for 
its implementation in the labs. 
Although the developments in the field are really impressive, the 
works using NWs in the analysis of real samples remains very scarce, 
showing that this approach needs maturity for its implementation as a 
common tool. Therefore, the fabrication of new platforms of miniaturized 
devices involving NWs for analysis and bioanalysis is a great challenge and 
holds great promise for a huge range of applications such as clinical 
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diagnosis, food analysis, process control, and environmental monitoring. 
This growing background predicts an exciting horizon plenty of creativity 
and possibilities.  
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II.2.1. Introduction and objectives  
Manipulation and assembly of metallic nanowires (MNWs) to 
develop highly ordered nanowire arrays could offer new possibilities since 
enhancements of sensitivity can be achieved through active surface 
increasing,1-4. Normally, these ordered nanowire array sensors are built 
directly on the electrode surface3-9 but this approach is stiff and it does not 
permit easy replacement of these nanowires. The incorporation of 
magnetic segments (e.g., nickel) in these NWs allows additionally magnetic 
manipulations through the application of an external magnetic field and 
opens the door for a wide range of exciting bioelectronic operations6,10-12. 
An impressive “proof-of-the-concept” has been published taking 
advantage of magnetic manipulation such as adaptive magnetic nanowires 
for controlling on-demand the operation of electrochemical sensors13, for 
protecting on-demand electrochemical sensors against fouling14 or for 
switching between active and passive detection states9,15. In addition, the 
use of magnetic NiNWs as amperometric sensors for detection of 
carbohydrates9,13, alcohols13,15-17 and hydrogen gas18 have also been 
reported. Other metals such as copper, palladium, platinum and cobalt are 
often used to fabricate multi-segments of NiNWs with different lengths 
(6–60µm) and widths (20–300 nm) by template electrosynthesis, and then, 
they are included on the electrode surfaces.  
However, from our point of view, in order to avoid complex and 
stiff configurations, a disposable approach is needed. In this way, NiNWs 
offer one of the most interesting alternatives for the easy construction of 
novel disposable electrochemical detectors using small quantities 
magnetically manipulated on screen-printed electronic transducers. Also, 
as it is has been stated in the previous section, NWs remains to be 
exploited in the analytical field and some developments should be 
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addressed such as: to propose a simple route for disposable electrode 
construction to perform the analysis in the field, to evaluate their stability 
under commonly used hydrodynamic flows, and to explore their analytical 
performance using real samples, which is negligible from the literature. 
Moreover, screen-printing technology is a well-established technology for 
the fabrication of both chemical sensors and biosensors19. Decentralized 
sensing is increasingly required in real world applications, so traditional 
techniques utilizing highly expensive, immovable analytical equipment are 
not feasible for sensing purposes outside the realms of standard 
laboratories20. Screen-printed electrodes address the issue of cost 
effectiveness, but they also satisfy the previously much sought after need 
for highly reproducible and sensitive methods of detection of target 
analytes, while they can be produced at low cost through economies of 
scale21. In addition, screen-printed electrochemical sensors provide 
excellent base platforms that can be modified with a variety of 
nanomaterials and structurally related materials without the need for 
pretreatment (such as electrode polishing and/or electrochemical 
pretreatment), which is common required for other electrode materials.  
Without any question, it will help to expand the use of these 
detectors for more universal applications involving rapid and simple 
sample screening methods as well as free-enzyme approaches in order to 
decentralize analysis towards a “disposable nanotechnology” approach.  
 
On the other hand, carbohydrates as important analytes and taking 
advantage of the catalytic properties of nickel and copper electrodes over 
these compounds22-24 and using selected samples to demonstrate the 
analytical potency of the NWs have been strategically chosen.  
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 The approaches most commonly used to determine 
carbohydrates are GC, HPLC, and capillary electrophoresis (CE)25,26,27. As 
it was already discussed before, the electrochemical determination of 
sugars is very useful, taking into account that it avoids some difficulties 
that arise from their lack of chromophores for photometric detection. The 
electrochemical detection of sugars is favored by the electrocatalytic 
effects of copper and nickel, which allow the direct detection of 
carbohydrates with high sensitivity22. Pulsed amperometric detection 
(PAD) is commonly employed, and a strong alkaline medium is necessary 
to achieve sufficient sensitivity toward carbohydrate anions28. Moreover, 
electrochemical techniques for carbohydrate analysis do not need a 
derivatization step, and they offer other technical advantages, such as high 
compatibility with nanomaterials and their inherent miniaturization. 
Nano- and screen-printed technologies are very attractive in this field, 
which remains underexploited in the analysis of real samples.  
In consequence, we are proposing disposable electrochemical 
sensors based on NWs using carbon screen-printed electrodes (CSPEs). 
FIA was used to evaluate the performance of the disposable screen-
printed based nanowires. 
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II.2.2. Electro synthesis and characterization of elemental nickel 
and bimetallic nickel-copper nanowires based-electrodes 
Since both nickel and copper are suitable for the electrochemical 
detection of sugars, the electrosynthesis and characterization of elemental 
nickel and bimetallic nickel-copper nanowires were carefully carried out.  
Firstly, MNWs were synthesized by an electrodeposition method 
using a porous template3,29. Anodic alumina oxide membrane (AAO) that 
was used as a template for nanowire growth was sputtered with gold in its 
branched side to act as the working electrode during the 
electrodeposition. For the synthesis of nickel nanowires, a thin layer of 
copper was deposited (−1V, 10 C) to fill the imperfections of the template 
in order to obtain a regular and tubular structure for the growth of the 
nickel nanowire, and then the last step was the electroplating of the nickel 
layer to form the nanowires (−1V, 45 C).  
For the Ni-CuNWs, after the sacrificial copper layer (−1 V, 10 C) 
had been deposited to fill the imperfections of the template, a thinner 
nickel layer than used for the NiNWs was deposited (−1 V, 22.5 C), and 
then a copper layer with the same charge (−1 V, 22.5 C) was deposited in 
order to complete the synthesis of the bimetallic Ni-CuNWs. 
In both electrosynthesis, the sacrificial copper layer was eliminated 
with CuSO4·5H2O solved in HCl 30% (v/v). For releasing the nanowires, 
AAO template was dissolved with NaOH 3M for 25 min and then the 
nanowires were collected in a microtube and rinsed several times with 
deionized water until a neutral pH was obtained. A magnet was used to 
help us in the process.  
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NiNWs (at −1.5V for 600 s) (c), and activated-washed NiNWs (d). As 
expected, no signal was observed on the CSPE while a weak signal was 
observed on NiNWs modified electrodes. On the contrary, 
electrochemical activation of NiNWs becomes a critical variable as well, as 
it is observed in Figure II. 10A (c) with a signal improvement of about 
20 times. Optimized activation conditions were performed using 
amperometry at −1.5V for 600 s (see Table II.S1). Interestingly, in a final 
optimization adjustment, signal decreased but signal/noise was improved 
(about 100%) when activated washed NiNWs were used Figure II. 10A 
(d). Table II.4 lists the quantitative data obtained in these studies.  
Table II.4. Optimization of building disposable NiNWs detectors1  
Electrode 
Glucose Sucrose 
i ± s (μA) 
RSD 
(%) 
S/N i ± s (μA) 
RSD 
(%) 
S/N 
Bare 0.1 ± 0.1 3.7 3 0.02 ± 0.01 11.2 1 
Non activated 
NW 
0.9 ± 0.1 4.1 28 0.4 ± 0.1 2.8 11 
Activated NW 21.1 ± 0.5 2.3 62 9.3 ± 0.1 1.4 27 
Washed 16.4 ± 0.4 2.2 683 6.9 ± 0.1 2.2 288 
1 Values are average of five determinations. Glucose and sucrose are 0.5mM. 
Evaluation of the influence of the magnetic field on analytical 
sensitivity was carefully studied. Figure II. 10B shows the signals 
obtained for target carbohydrates for different alignments of NiNWs in 
connection with the optical images regarding those orientations: (a) non 
oriented; (b) horizontally and (c) vertically oriented. Interestingly, vertical 
alignment of NiNWs depicting an architecture based on an array of 
microelectrodes of aggregated NiNWs with diameter ranging between 80 
and 150 µm and a separation distance between 150 and 300 µm was 
observed; while in the horizontal alignment, NiNWs adopted a parallel 
configuration with respect to the electrode surface. When the magnet was 
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Under optimum conditions, the chemical state and the relative 
abundance of the elements on five electrodes were determined by XPS. 
The binding energies of core-levels of the elements are summarized in 
Table II.S4. The binding energy of the most intense Ni 2p3/2 component 
of the Ni 2p doublet appeared at ca. 855.4 eV which is characteristic of 
nickel oxide (Ni2+). In agreement with this is the observation of a satellite 
line, at about 8 eV higher binding energy of each Ni 2p component, which 
is the fingerprint of Ni2+ ions. It is likely that Ni-nanowires exposed to 
ambient atmosphere quickly become oxidized. The atomic concentration 
of Ni on the electrode surface is around 0.9% calculated from the XPS 
spectra. The almost constant atomic Ni/C ratio for all samples (except 
one) confirms the reproducibility of the construction of NiNWs 
detectors. 
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II.2.3. Disposable electrochemical detectors based on elemental 
nickel nanowires for carbohydrate sensing 
Analytical performance of NiNWs was studied using FIA under 
the previous optimized conditions. Firstly, repetitive injections of 0.5 mM 
glucose (n= 50) were performed using Ni-bulk and NiNWs electrodes 
under potentiostatic conditions taken from cyclic voltammograms 
(+0.50V for Ni-bulk electrode vs. Ag/AgCl (3M) and +0.70V for NiNWs 
vs. Ag electrode). Peak current of glucose was 21 µA and 20 µA at the Ni-
bulk and NiNWs electrodes, respectively. Given that the atomic 
composition of NiNWs was only 0.9%, the current density at the NiNWs 
electrode was estimated to be about 65 times that at the Ni-bulk electrode 
under these current working FIA conditions. When the analysis was 
performed at +0.50V for NiNWs electrode, obviously peak current of 
glucose decreased to 10 µA. However, even under these potentiostatic 
conditions, the current density was estimated to be about 20 times higher 
in the NiNWs. The RSDs obtained when NiNWs were used (intra-
electrode precision), was less than 7% compared with the RSDs of 14% 
obtained at the Ni-bulk electrode and in consequence no significant loss 
was observed in the peak current signal with consecutive glucose 
injections. Also, inter-NiNWs electrodes precision was evaluated obtaining 
good RSDs values less than 10% (n= 5). XPS confirmed the good 
reproducibility obtained during their construction since similar spectrum 
profiles and quantitative compositions were obtained when the different 
electrodes were examined. (See Table II.S4). These findings indicated a 
very good performance for NiNWs detectors depicting extremely high 
current density with the additional value of simplicity, miniaturization, 
extremely low nickel amount and further disposability.  
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and coke light) was evaluated using glucose and glucose/sucrose mixture 
(50:50, w/w) as calibration standards. Interestingly, total carbohydrate 
levels were of 7.5 and 11.9 g/100mL for regular coke and 5 and 9 
mg/100mL for coke light, using glucose and glucose/sucrose as 
standards, respectively. These values were in good agreement with those 
reported of 10.6 g/100mL and zero for coke and coke light for “total 
sugars”, respectively. Precision was also very good with RSDs values less 
than 4% (n = 3). Also, the time employed in the 36 determinations was 
about 14 min and it indicated a very high throughput analysis (2–3 
analyses per minute!). These results opened new possibilities for these 
nanotools which can be used for methods where just a reliable binary 
response and a fast determination of total carbohydrates is highly 
required.  
Since linearity was demonstrated for all target carbohydrates (R2 
≥0.990) and intercepts were statistically zero (−0.3±2.1, 1.0±1.1 for 
glucose and sucrose, respectively, α= 0.05) a simplified calibration 
protocol was also proposed. Firstly, upon injection of carbohydrate 
standard, the calibration factor (defined as fcarbohydrate= 
Signalcarbohydrate/[Carbohydrate standard]) is obtained and then, the sample 
injection is carried out. Then, the carbohydrate index is estimated as CI= 
Signalsample/fcarbohydrate. Figure II.12B (inset) illustrates the proposed strategy 
depicting FIA signals for analytical cycles corresponding to the calibration 
of individual carbohydrate standard and its sequential determination in the 
sample for glucose and sucrose, respectively. Table II.5 lists analytical 
figures of merit including calibration factor, precision and recoveries 
obtained during quantitative analysis using this strategy. Excellent 
precision for the simplified calibration approach and for the analysis of 
the samples with RSDs less than 2% were obtained. In addition, a high 
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recovery was yielded during the analysis of the samples indicating the 
suitability of the approach.  
Table II.5. Analytical figures of quantitative analysis using simplified calibration 
approach 
Simplified calibration1 Glucose Sucrose 
RSD (%) 1.8 1.2 
Calibration factor (µA/mM) 46.9 22.5 
Analysis of Sample Serum Supplement 
RSD (%) 1.1 1.5 
Concentration expected2 (mM) 0.50 0.50 
Concentration found3 (mM) 0.57 0.51 
Recovery4 (%) 114 102 
1 Standard concentration 0.5mM; 2Reference value in sample (given by 
manufacturer); 3Concentration obtained using simplified calibration approach 
4Versus nominal value given by manufacturer 
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This simplified calibration approach had important advantages 
such as the dramatic decreasing of the analysis time and also, it can be 
suitably regarding target sample analysis. Indeed, that concentration of 
standard can be strategically chosen closer to the sample expecting an 
improvement in analytical features such as precision and accuracy since 
calibration and analysis are performed under repeatable conditions. In 
addition, simplified calibration solves the potential lack of inter electrodes 
reproducibility, allowing an extremely easy operation for performing 
quality control by the customer in the field. 
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II.2.4. Electrochemical monosaccharide index in honeys using 
nickel and nickel-copper nanowires 
Next it was aimed to demonstrate the analytical potency of screen-
printed electrochemical detectors based on NiNWs and nickel-copper 
nanowires (Ni-CuNWs) for the fast and reliable assessment of total sugars 
by comparing the results obtained using such NWs with those afforded by 
a well-established HPLC. Analyses of ten selected honeys were also 
carried out to demonstrate the reliability of this new method. Combining 
screen-printed and a nanotechnology on a board containing simple and 
miniaturized instrumentation is expected to open up new approaches to 
food electroanalysis. 
In this case, CSPEs were modified using both Ni and Ni-CuNWs 
in order to create the electrochemical detectors. Figure II.13 shows 
fiagrams obtained for glucose and sucrose on unmodified CSPE (a) as 
well as on electrochemically activated NiNWs (b) and Ni-CuNWs (c). As 
expected, no signal was observed on the unmodified CSPE, while well-
defined signals were obtained on both NW-modified electrodes. 
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Secondly, the ten honeys that had previously been 
characterized32 were sequentially analyzed on the board of the same 
electrode. Because of the excellent features observed on the 
calibration graphs (linearity was demonstrated, the intercepts were 
statistically zero, and similar sensitivities were noted for all standards), 
as it was already proposed before, a simplified calibration approach 
based on a one-point calibration using a mixture of glucose/fructose 
(50:50 w/w) as standard was proposed. Again, the simplified 
calibration protocol was established by injecting in the standard 
mixture in order to calculate the calibration factor via Fglucose/fructose= 
signalglucose/fructose/[glucose/fructose]. The samples were then injected in 
and the total sugar content (TS) was estimated via TS= signal 
sample/Fglucose/fructose.  
Table II.8 lists the total sugar contents obtained for the ten 
target honeys using both the NiNWs and the Ni-CuNWs. The total 
sugar contents obtained by HPLC-RI (as the sum of the individually 
determined glucose and fructose contents) are also included. Very 
good repeatability was obtained, with RSD values of less than 6% 
(n=3); the results were also observed to be independent of the NWs 
used and the honey analyzed. However, when the sugar approach was 
compared with those obtained by the HPLC-RI method, high 
systematic errors of up to 50% were noted. Also, the error was seen to 
increase with the number of analyses. To solve this inconvenience, a 
fast calibration was performed immediately prior to each subsequent 
analysis. Interestingly, when this was done, the systematic errors 
obtained were much lower (see also Table II.8). Using this strategy, 
the results obtained using both NWs were in good agreement with the 
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HPLC-RI method, and both the NiNWs and the Ni-CuNWs yielded 
similar errors; thus, the electroanalytical approach exhibited very good 
accuracy.  
Figure II.15 illustrates selected FIA signals obtained for 
NiNWs and Ni-CuNWs. On the one hand, Figure II.15A and B 
show the analytical signals from three selected honeys (honey samples 
2, 4, and 6 in Table II.8) obtained using Ni-CuNWs according to 
both calibration strategies [calibration was either performed only once 
before the sequential analysis for all ten honeys (A), or immediately 
prior to the analysis of each honey (B)]. As observed, when calibration 
was performed only once, a clear decrease in signal was observed 
when each honey was analyzed (A). As expected, this decrease in 
sample signal was also observed in calibration signal; however, it did 
not affect to the accuracy of results as it is observed in Table II.8. 
Also, similar signals were obtained for the standards and samples 
because the concentration of the standard and the sample dilution 
were strategically chosen to produce signals in the middle of the linear 
calibration range. In order to highlight the impressive performance of 
this novel electrocatalytic sugar detection approach, Figure II.15c 
shows the FIA signals on the board of just one modified electrode 
with NiNWs during multiple honey analyses, each preceded by a 
calibration, where both analytical steps were performed in triplicate.  
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yielding a rate of 2 samples min−1, on the board of just one electrode 
without any loss of performance; see Figure II.15c).  
Although both NWs exhibited excellent analytical performance, the 
NiNWs are considered preferable due to their simplicity of fabrication, as 
only one electroplating solution is required. As it was discussed before, the 
excellent analytical performance of the NiNWs was reinforced by 
comparing them with a bulk Ni electrode. Indeed, since the NiNWs 
contained only 0.9% Ni, the current density obtained on the NW surface is 
much higher than that obtained on bulk Ni (about 60 times greater)33. These 
findings demonstrate that the magnetic manipulation and assembly of these 
NiNWs, with their large active surfaces, open the door to new, enhanced 
sensors, and a wide range of novel sensing operations. This is not possible 
using bulk Ni. Also, NiNWs are disposable and highly compatible (in terms 
of scale) with microfluidic analytical systems, while bulk Ni is neither.  
The extremely small amount of NWs used in the detector was 
probably the reason for the performance loss observed when several 
samples with high sugar contents were analyzed. This fact indicates that 
nanotools should be handled with care when a large number of relatively 
concentrated samples are examined (quality control). However, it should be 
pointed out that this is not a disadvantage, since the detectors are 
disposable. Therefore, NWs represent a valuable alternative to the HPLC-
RI approach, offering simplicity, sensitivity, and selectivity for total sugar 
assessment, and avoiding the need for expensive instrumentation and time-
consuming SPE extraction– HPLC column separation.  
In resume, because of the excellent analytical performance obtained 
with this novel electroanalytic detector, we propose that the term 
“electrochemical monosaccharide index” should be employed to describe 
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the total monosaccharide content in the target sample, thus avoiding the 
need to use specific columns for individual monosaccharide determination. 
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II.2.5. Conclusions  
These works shows the analytical potency of a simple, easy, user 
friendly, low-cost, and modern electroanalytical technique that utilizes 
nanomaterials on disposable screen printed platforms to determine the total 
monosaccharide contents of target samples. Electrochemical detectors 
based on NiNWs and Ni-CuNWs nanowires were shown to provide 
excellent analytical performance in terms of fast analytical response, analyte 
class selectivity, calibration performance, and reliability during the analysis 
of the samples. NWs are a novel, reliable, and disposable free-enzyme 
nanotool, and provide a valuable alternative to other more sophisticated and 
expensive techniques (such as HPLC) used for total sugar assessment. In 
addition, under the philosophy of “disposable nanotools”, the simplified 
calibration protocol proposed was an elegant and pertinent strategy because 
it will help us move ahead to “in-field” testing and subsequent 
decentralization of fast and reliable analysis. Indeed, it allows the customer 
to perform a calibration and/or quality control and analysis of target sample 
in a very simple, fast and cheap way with additional reliability. This novel 
approach could be used not only as a routine method in common labs but 
also in decentralized and in situ analyses. The term “electrochemical 
monosaccharide index” was also proposed as a way to describe the total 
monosaccharide content in the target samples.  
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II.2.6 Experimental Section  
II.2.6.1 Apparatus  
The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) micrograph was 
performed on a Hitachi TM-1000 (Tokyo, Japan) with qualitative and 
quantitative energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDS) system Swift-ED 
for TM-1000 form Oxford Instruments (Oxford, UK). Aluminum mount 
stubs used for the SEM analysis were obtained from electron microscopy 
sciences (Hatfield, UK). The transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
micrograph was performed on a ZEISS EM10C (Germany). 
Photoelectron spectra (XPS) were obtained with a VG Escalab 
200R spectrometer equipped with a hemispherical electron analyzer (pass 
energy of 50 eV) and an MgKα (hʋ = 1254.6 eV, 1 eV= 1.6302×10−19 J) X-
ray source, powered at 120 W. The kinetic energies of photoelectrons were 
measured using a hemispherical electron analyzer working in the constant 
pass energy mode. The background pressure in the analysis chamber was 
kept below 2×10−8 mbar during data acquisition. The XPS data signals were 
taken in increments of 0.1 eV with dwell times of 50 ms. Binding energies 
were calibrated relative to the C 1s peak at 284.9 eV. High resolution 
spectra envelopes were obtained by curve fitting synthetic peak components 
using the software “XPS peak”. The raw data were used with no preliminary 
smoothing. Symmetric Gaussian–Lorentzian product functions were used 
to approximate the line shapes of the fitting components. Atomic ratios 
were computed from experimental intensity ratios and normalized by 
atomic sensitivity factors34  
The magnetic orientation of NiNW was monitored using an 
inverted optical microscope working in bright field for optical images 
capture. For this purpose, a model system was designed using a glass slide 
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and setting a magnet below it (1.1cm separation distance as in the flow cell). 
8 µL of 10mg·mL-1 NiNW suspension was deposited on the glass slide and 
the NiNWs were orientated in vertical or horizontal position turning the 
magnet 90◦. The images were captured using the CCD camera of the 
microscope. 
The optical images of nickel nanowires were taken using an inverted 
microscope Motic AE31 (Xiamen, China). The digital images from the 
microscope were acquired with a Moticam 3000 CCD camera and Motic 
Images advanced 3.2 (from Motic, Xiamen, China). X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy (XPS) data using a VG Escalab 200R (Thermo Fischer 
Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA, USA). 
Autolab PGSTAT 12 potentiostat (Eco Chemie, The Netherlands) 
with a standard three-electrode system was used for the electroplating and 
amperometric detection. An Ag/AgCl electrode in saturated KCl solution 
was used as the reference electrode and a platinum wire as the counter 
electrode.  
II.2.6.2 Materials and Methods 
Materials employed for the NiNWs and Ni-CuNWs fabrication 
were: CuSO4·5H2O for the sacrificial layer and the copper layer in the Ni-
CuNWs, and a mixture of NiCl2·6H2O/NiSO4·6H2O for the nickel 
electrodeposition. All solutions were dissolved in H3BO3 20 g·L-1. For 
removing the sacrificial layer a CuSO4·5H2O in HCl 30% (v/v) was used. 
Filtration alumina membranes with a plastic ring, 25 mm diameter, 0.2, 0.1 
and 0.02 µm of pore diameter and 60 µm thicknesses were purchased from 
Whatman (England).  
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CSPE integrating the three electrodes system, (carbon counter and 
working electrode 4 mm in diameter) and silver reference electrode and 
miniaturized flow cell were purchased from Dropsens (Oviedo, Spain). 
Nickel disk electrode 3 mm in diameter was purchased from BASi 
(Bioanalytical Systems) (West Lafayette, USA)  
Carbohydrate and samples were analyzed using a FIA system (with a 
flow rate of 2 mL·min-1 and a loop of 50 µL) and a CSPE modified with 
NWs integrating the three electrodes. The measurements were carried out 
in amperometric mode at +0.7 V.  
Electrode modification and activation were performed as follows. 
Firstly, we introduced the CSPE in the flow cell and under it, the magnet 
that serves to avoid the leaching of NWs and also to align and orientate the 
nanowires (in order to increase the surface). Two cylindrical magnets 
(2×4200 G) with a diameter of 22 mm and 10 mm height were used to align 
the NiNWs. Then, we dropped 35 µL of the buffer solution and then we 
added 15 µL of the corresponding NWs suspension (10 mg·mL-1) over the 
working electrode in order to achieve the necessary volume to get the three 
electrodes covered. The nickel and nickel-copper modified electrodes were 
activated by amperometry (at −1.5 V; 600 s; NaOH 0.1M) before sample 
analysis. This process allows the formation of nickel oxide species on the 
nanowire’s surface which are responsible for the catalytic oxidation of 
carbohydrates18,24. Then the overabundance of nanowires is retired from the 
electrode surface by cleaning it with deionized water. 
Glucose, fructose, galactose, lactose, sucrose and inulin were 
purchased from Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO). Sueroral (Glucose 
serum containing 15 g/L glucose) and Neobrufen 600 (containing 3.30 g of 
sucrose) were acquired in a local pharmacy (Madrid, Spain). Coke (energy 
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value 42 kcal, total sugar 10.6 g/100 mL; E-150d, E338) and coke light 
(energy value 0.2 kcal, E-150d, E952, E-950, E-951, E-338) soft drinks were 
acquired in a local supermarket. For both, sample and standards, 10 mL of 
50 mM solutions were prepared for all carbohydrates and then the 
necessary dilutions were done in order to obtain the desired concentration. 
All solutions were prepared dissolving the corresponding weight in 10 mL 
of buffer solution. An aliquot of 160 µL from Sueroral was taken for 
analyses into a final volume of 25 mL and 360 mg of Neobrufen (±0.1 mg) 
were dissolved into a final volume of 10 mL. Beverages were suitably 
sonicated and then coke was diluted (50 µL into 25 mL) prior to analysis 
while coke light was directly injected for analysis. All stock solutions of 
standards were dissolved in NaOH 0.1 M.   
Honey samples were obtained through IMIDRA (an agroalimentary 
institute located in Madrid, Spain) and were previously characterized using a 
HPLC-RI method in which glucose and fructose contents were extracted by 
SPE with Sep-Pak C18 filters (Waters), and subsequently analyzed by HPLC 
using a RECEX RCM-Monosaccharide precolumn and column 
(Phenomenex) at 90 °C, and using a K-2301 refractive index detector. 
Elution was performed using water (HPLC grade). The appropriate amount 
of each honey was dissolved into a final volume of 10 mL to produce the 
stock solutions, and then the necessary dilutions were performed to achieve 
the desired concentrations. All stock solutions of the standards were 
dissolved in NaOH 0.1 M eluent at a flow rate of 1.0 mL min−1 35. 
Standards and samples were prepared daily. 
All chemicals used in buffer preparation and in supporting 
electrolytes were reagent grade. 
All experiments were performed at room temperature.
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II.2.8. Supporting information 
Table II.S1. Optimization of NiNWs electrochemical activation1  
 
Time (s) 
Glucose Sucrose 
i ± S (μA) RSD (%) i ± S (μA) RSD (%)
300 12.7 ± 0.3 2.1 4.6 ± 0.1 3.3 
600 19.6 ± 1.3 6.6 9.9 ± 0.2 1.6 
900 19.6 ± 1.1 5.7 10.8 ± 0.5 5.1 
1 Values are average of five determinations. Glucose and sucrose are 0.5mM. 
 
Table II.S2. Influence of alignment of NiNWs1  
Alignment 
Glucose Sucrose
i ± S (μA) RSD (%) i ± S (μA) RSD (%)
Vertical 19.9 ± 0.7 3.4 8.2 ± 0.1 1.6 
Horizontal 16.9 ± 1.1 6.3 6.7 ± 0.1 1.6 
No oriented 3.5 ± 0.1 1.9 1.4 ± 0.1 2.0 
1 Values are average of five determinations. Glucose and sucrose are 0.5mM. 
Table II.S3. Optimization of volume of NiNWs1  
Volume 
(µL) 
Glucose Sucrose 
i (μA) RSD (%) i (μA) RSD (%)
5 13.7 ± 0.6 4.2 5.7 ± 0.1 1.7 
10 16.4 ± 0.2 1.5 7.7 ± 0.1 1.9 
15 29.4 ± 0.3 1.0 15.3 ± 0.3 1.7 
20 29.7 ± 0.6 2.1 14.9 ± 0.1 0.3 
1 Values are average of five determinations. Glucose and sucrose are 0.5mM. 
 
Table II.S4 Binding energies (eV) and surface atomic ratios  
Sample C1s Ni2p3/2 Cu2p3/2 Ni/C at
1 284.8 855.2 934.1 0.0079 
2 284.8 855.3 934.0 0.0084 
3 284.8 855.4 934.2 0.0135 
4 284.8 855.3 934.0 0.0078 
5 284.8 855.3 934.1 0.0026 
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Table II.S5. Electrochemical sensing of different carbohydrate structures on 
NiNWs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 0.5mM, 2 Mean values ± standard deviation, n=3. 3 Calibration factor 
 
Table II.S6. Precision in sample screening analysis1 
Cycle Standard/Sample i ± s (µA) RSD (%) 
1 
Glucose 18.8 ± 0.2 1.0 
Caffeine ND ND 
Coke1 27.1 ± 0.1 0.2 
Light-Coke2 13.7 ± 1.5 11.1 
2 
Glucose 14.8 ± 0.5 3.3 
Caffeine ND ND 
Coke1 22.7 ± 0.3 1.1 
Light-Coke2 12.7 ± 2.2 17.3 
3 
Glucose 12.3 ± 0.6 4.5 
Caffeine ND ND 
Coke1 23.2 ± 2.0 8.6 
Light-Coke2 13.9 ± 1.3 9.1 
1 Glucose 0.5mM; Coke as sugar drink with a 1/500 dilution, 2 Light coke as free 
sugar drink without any dilution 
Carbohydrate1 i ± s2 (µA) RSD (%) f 3(µA/mM) 
Glucose 18.8 ± 0.5 2.9 37.6 
Galactose 18.1 ± 0.2 1.3 36.2 
Fructose 18.2 ± 0.2 1.2 36.4 
Sucrose 8.9 ± 0.2 1.9 17.8 
Lactose 10.3 ± 0.1 0.8 20.6 
Inulin 24.4 ± 0.4 1.6 48.8 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
II.3 Microfluidic chips with electrochemical 
detection based on nickel and copper 
nanowires for carbohydrate sensing 
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II.3.1. Introduction and objectives  
As we have stated in section II.1.6, microfluidic technology seeks 
to improve analytical performance by reducing the analysis time, decreasing 
the consumption of sample and reagents, diminishing the risk of 
contamination and increasing reliability, functionality and sensitivity 
through automation, integrating multiplexing analysis, and especially 
portability to provide the possibility of point-of-care applications1-3. 
One of the most important “products” of microfluidic-LOC 
technology is the termed microfluidic chips (MC). Since electrokinetics is a 
very common principle for fluidic pumping and manipulation, these MCs 
are very often used as microchips electrophoresis (ME). Strictly speaking, 
microfluidic chip format (MC or ME) is an analytical microsystem 
constituted at least by an injector (where a sample plug is critically loaded) 
and separation microchannels (where separation of analytes is performed) 
interfaced suitably to reservoirs (where different solutions/samples are 
deposited). Microchannels and reservoirs are fabricated in microchips using 
photolithography or micromolding to form channels for sample injection, 
separation, and analyte detection. Once all solutions, including those of the 
samples, are loaded, the samples are typically transferred electrokinetically 
into an injector region. Then their components are separated by application 
of a high voltage, and afterwards detected with a suitable detection system. 
Microchip approach eliminates the necessity of most fluidic connections 
that otherwise link microfluidic components. Avoiding such connections 
greatly reduces sample dispersion, delay times, and dead volumes between 
the different microchip compartments, therefore, significantly increasing 
the separation power of such integrated miniaturized systems.  
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used in capillary electrophoresis) and well-developed microfabrication 
methods (adapted from silicon microfabrication industry). Other advantages 
of glass are its hardness, high thermal stability and biocompatibility (wide 
range of applications: DNA separations, enzyme/immunoassays, cell 
biology and small molecules). 
 
Polymeric substrates have mainly comprised 
poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) (fabricated by injection moulding or hot 
embossing) and poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) (fabricated by casting). 
These materials have found favour due to the ease of fabrication. PDMS 
has widely been discussed due to several characteristics: (i) optical 
transparency; it is suitable for optical detection down to 320 nm; (ii) it cures 
at low temperatures and moulding can easily be replicated through the 
process of prototyping, master formation, and soft lithography; (iii) it can 
seal reversible to itself and other materials by van der Waals contact with 
the clear smooth surface at room temperature; (iv) its surface chemistry can 
be controlled to form EOF using a plasma technique. 
 
Basically, two fluidic manipulations have to be used in MC: injection 
of a defined plug of sample and their analyte separation. Without question, 
a very important fluidic handling function is the ability to dispense very well 
defined and small volumes of solutions (in order to keep selectivity 
constant) with reproducibility. Especially, the injection of a well-defined, 
reproducible injection plug into the separation channel is of paramount 
importance to find the right trade-off between separation efficiency and 
detection sensitivity. Also, the reduced injection volumes used in microchip 
format (pL) help maintain resolution. These small volumes are very 
important in many analytical applications. The easiest injection procedure is 
the no pinched approach which is shown in Figure II.17 (in general, it is 
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increases the analytical sensitivity, resists passivation, and yields very good 
performance reproducibility.  
Additionally, the detector design should ensure well-defined mass 
transport, minimal band broadening and electrical isolation (decoupling) 
from the high separation voltage (typically 1-5 kV). The latter is attributed 
to the fact that the current associated with the high separation voltage is 
usually several orders of magnitude larger than that measured at the 
electrochemical detector. High sensitivity, selectivity (via the applied 
potential and electrode material), simple handling, long-term stability, and 
rigidity are additional requirements.  
In a conceptual way, the main approaches proposed have been 
taking into account the relative position between both working electrode-
separation channel where the configurations can be classified as: end-channel, 
in-channel and off-channel detection (Figure II.18). In end-channel detection 
(both externally mounted and internally mounted), the electrode is placed 
just outside of the separation channel. For in-channel detection, the electrode 
is placed directly in the separation channel, and off-channel detection involves 
grounding the separation voltage before it reaches the detector by means of 
a decoupler.  
End-channel detection involves the alignment of the electrode at the 
end of the channel (tens of micrometers) and it means that the electrode is 
outside the channel. Separation voltage has a minimal influence on the 
potential applied in an electrochemical detector because most of the voltage 
is dropped across of the channel8,9. The main advantage of this design is 
that no decoupler is necessary, and that the whole system is simpler and 
more rugged because the channel is all in one piece. However, the main 
disadvantage is a loss of separation efficiency, due to the relatively short 
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II.3.2. Electro synthesis and characterization of nickel and copper 
nanowires based-electrodes 
In addition to NiNWs, elemental copper nanowires (CuNWs) have 
also been explored coupled to microfluidic-LOC systems. CuNWs were 
also synthesized by an electrodeposition method using a porous template. 
For these CuNWs, the protocol is essentially the same, after the sacrificial 
copper layer deposited to fill the imperfections, an intermediate platinum 
layer was then deposited (-0.5 V, 3 C) to separate the sacrificial copper layer 
from the copper nanowires layer and also protect this last layer during the 
sacrificial layer removal. Finally, the copper layer itself was deposited (-1V, 
30C). 
The electrosynthesized CuNWs were also morphologically and 
compositionally characterized using SEM and EDS techniques. A 
homogeneous dispersion of the as-fabricated well defined individual 
electrosynthesized CuNWs, with an average length of 6 µm and a width of 
300 nm was obtained in both cases. EDS analyses were performed in order 
to confirm the homogeneity of the whole nanowires. As expected, Pt (used 
in the separation layer) was detected during the EDS analysis. However, the 
EDS analysis indicated almost 100% of copper along the distributed 
material, confirming the convenience of the CuNWs electrochemical 
fabrication technique. For NiNWs, as it was discussed in section II.2.2., 
EDS revealed a composition very close to 100% of Ni indicating the 
complete removal of the sacrificial layer.  
Then, the carbon screen-printed electrodes (CSPE) (10x1 mm, see 
Figure II.19A) were cast on the electrode surface by placing a 2 µL drop of 
the corresponding NWs suspension (10 mg/mL of nickel or copper). 
Figure II.19 illustrates the analytical characterization of the CSPE-NWs 
based electrodes. Figure II.19A shows the field emission scanning electron 
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II.3.3. Microfluidic electrochemical sensor for inulin detection  
Inulin is a fructo-oligosaccharide containing up to 35 fructose units 
linked via β-1,2-glycosidic bonds with a high significance in the agro-food 
and clinical fields becoming an important carbohydrate with several benefits 
in human health. Inulin is a storage carbohydrate present in plant roots and 
tubers, being a source of fructose as well as dietary fiber constituting part of 
several functional foods to promote the appearance of beneficial flora 
microorganisms. It is important to mention that inulin has also a minimum 
increase of blood sugar being suitable as a sweetener for diabetics; this is 
because inulin is indigestible for humans and remains almost intact until 
reach the intestinal flora17. In addition, clinically, inulin has unique 
properties that allow its use for the determination of the glomerular 
filtration rate, to check the appropriate functioning of kidneys18- 20. 
Regarding analytical determination of inulin, several approaches 
involving both biosensor and separation approaches have been reported in 
selected literature. Firstly, since selective inulin detection without 
interference of free-fructose is required; commonly its determination has 
been performed using enzymes for its hydrolysis. Inulin is hydrolysed to its 
fructose former units and then the total monosaccharide content is 
determined in parallel. The amount of inulin is determined by calculating 
the difference between total fructose (obtained after hydrolysis) and free 
fructose (present in the raw sample). Then, the assessment of both fractions 
is commonly performed using HPLC coupled to different detectors like 
refractive index (RI)21-23, UV18, 20, 24, 25], fluorimetric19. Secondly, 
electrochemical biosensors have also been employed for inulin and fructose 
determination using an interesting bienzymatic biosensor integrating both 
enzymes. Manso et al. developed an interesting biosensor combining two 
enzymes, inulinase and fructose dehydrogenase, to achieve the degradation 
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of inulin into its former units and subsequently carry out the determination 
of the hydrolysed fructose26. However, in this approach, the amount of 
inulin is also determined by calculating the difference of fructose present in 
the sample before (free fructose) and after the hydrolysis (total fructose). 
Thirdly, a different approach that overcomes the necessity of enzymes 
involves the use of a specific carbohydrates HPLC column coupled to 
refractive index detection23.  
As an alternative to these approaches, in this work we have 
developed an enzymeless electrochemical microfluidic sensor for inulin 
detection.  
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II.3.3.1. Analytical performance of the microfluidic sensor  
As it was stated in the introduction, the determination of inulin in 
presence of free fructose become a very interesting alternative to the 
reported approaches since it will allows the individual and selective 
assessment of each fraction. Conceptually speaking, we hypothesize that the 
inherent selectivity and sensitivity of MC-MNWs, towards inulin and 
fructose detection become an interesting enzymeless approach that could 
allow the fast and simultaneous detection of inulin in presence of fructose 
avoiding the use of enzymes. To this end, the separation of inulin and 
fructose was explored on the MC-NWs adopting an end-channel 
configuration. 
Figure II.20 shows the inulin structure (A) and the microfluidic 
electrochemical sensing of the inulin and fructose using Ni and CuNWs 
modified electrodes and a bare CSPE as control (B). A separation of inulin 
and fructose was achieved in less than 300s with a good resolution (RInu-
Fruc=1.3) under optimized chemical (20 mM NaOH + 10 mM H3BO3, pH 
12), electrokinetic (injection voltage +1500 V for 5 s; separation voltage 
+1000 V), and detection (+0.70 V in 20 mM NaOH + 10 mM H3BO3, pH 
12) conditions. Detection of inulin and fructose displayed well-defined 
peaks at 164.3 ± 3.5 s and 215.2 ± 4.4 s, respectively; with an excellent 
precision in migration times (RSDs≤3%; n=3) and in peak heights 
(RSDs≤8%; n=3). In addition, no signal was obtained when the bare 
electrode was used confirming the selective electro catalysis of these 
materials towards the target analytes detection.  
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defined. The strong basic pKas for both analytes (inulin 11.8/12.3 and 
fructose 10.3) explain the necessity of an alkaline media to achieve the 
separation accordingly to their charge-mass ratio. Elution order was due at 
the working pH (pH=12) inulin is almost neutral or partially one negative 
charged and fructose present one negative charge being in addition much 
smaller in molecular weight.  
The separation voltage affects both the analyte resolution and the 
current signals. As expected, increasing the voltage from +1000 V to +2000 
V (in 500 V steps), decreased the migration times for analytes (from 165 s 
to 145 s and from 215 s to 180 s, for inulin and fructose respectively) as 
well as peak-to-peak resolution (from RInulin-Fructose=1.3 to RInulin-Fructose=0.6). A 
separation voltage of +1000 V was the most favourable due to a short 
analysis time and the optimum Rs conditions. 
Under previous optimize chemical (20 mM NaOH + 10 mM 
H3BO3, pH 12) and electrokinetic (injection voltage +1500 V for 5 s; 
separation voltage +1000 V) conditions, hydrodynamic voltammograms 
(HDVs) were also constructed as it is shown in Figure II.21. The 
electrooxidation of carbohydrates at copper electrodes in alkaline media 
involves the reaction of the carbohydrate with the copper oxides present at 
the surface with a two electron exchange in which the copper oxide is 
reduced and as a result the carbohydrate is chemically oxidized, the 
subsequent re-oxidation of the oxides provides the analytical signal. Both 
compounds displayed no response below +0.40 V. The response rises 
gradually between +0.40 V and +0.80 V, after which it levels off. A very 
well defined sigmoidal curve was obtained with an E1/2= +0.65 V for both 
inulin and fructose. A detection potential of +0.70 V offered the best 
signal-to-noise characteristics, S/N= 48 versus an S/N= 14 obtained at 
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II.3.3.2. Quantitative analysis of inulin in selected samples 
Quantitatively, CuNWs displayed well defined concentration 
dependence as it is illustrated in Figure II.22. Indeed, well defined peaks 
proportional to the analyte concentration were observed for both analytes. 
The resulting calibration plots were highly linear (r≥0.990) in the 
concentration ranges assayed (see inset Figure II.22). Interestingly, despite 
their complex structure, inulin performance was excellent showing impress 
sensitivity in comparison with its monomer fructose (almost 40 times 
higher). Combining the high sensitivity of the CuNWs with its low noise 
level (1 nA) resulted in an excellent LOD for inulin of 3µM (S/N=3). Also, 
excellent precision was obtained with independence of the concentration 
assayed (RSD<3% and RSD<8%, for migration times and oxidation 
currents, respectively). Figure II.22 (inset) also shows inulin detection in a 
selected real sample where a good signal-to-noise characteristics was also 
obtained (S/N =13) even during the analysis of a real matrix. Interestingly, 
no signal was obtained when the bare electrode was used confirming the 
selective electro catalysis of these materials towards the target analytes 
detection during the analysis of real samples.  
Table II.9 summarizes the quantitative results obtained during the 
analysis of selected samples. Firstly, Table II.9 lists the high agreement 
between the migration times obtained in the analysis of samples in 
comparison with those found for standards with an excellent precision 
RSDs < 3% for the migration times. The quantitative levels obtained for 
inulin in the samples, were in high agreement with those declared by the 
manufacturer. Indeed, excellent quantitative and reproducible recoveries 
(97-113%; RSDs<4%) were achieved during the samples analysis indicating 
a very good reliability of the approach.  
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longer analysis times and/or more complex instrumentation than used in 
the current work are needed. Indeed, the approach presented here is a faster 
and simpler alternative to enzyme based assays. Also, our approach 
exhibited competitive LODs for inulin in comparison to those found in the 
literature involving the use of enzymes but allowing the direct inulin 
determination without the necessity of the common employment of 
enzymes for inulin hydrolysis or the necessity of specific carbohydrates 
HPLC columns reducing the complexity of the whole process and as a 
result the total analysis time and costs. In addition, the LOD obtained for 
inulin was also suitable for its application to analyze complex clinical 
samples where the levels of inulin are typically in the range 5-30 µM. 
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II.3.3.3. Conclusions 
The strategically driven inherent selectivity of MC-CuNWs has 
allowed a novel and creative enzymeless approach for microfluidic sensing 
of inulin, a complex polysaccharide involved in food and clinical fields. This 
approach becomes an interesting alternative to the employment of enzymes 
or the necessity of sophisticated HPLC approaches with the additional 
inherent advantages derived from microfluidic technology such as rapid 
analysis times and extremely low sample and reagents consumption. Inulin 
determination in a selected samples was also carried out with good 
reproducible recoveries (97-113%, RSDs<4%) indicating an excellent 
method´s reliability. Interestingly inulin detection exhibited impress 
sensitivity and excellent LOD become very valuable and it opened novel 
avenues for its detection in urine samples as well. Additionally, to our best 
knowledge, this is the first report involving MC-NWs coupling and one of 
the fewest ones using direct electrochemistry for inulin detection. 
Therefore, it is possible that the work presented here could open novel 
avenues for complex carbohydrates detection such as glycan or 
glycoproteins.  
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II.3.4. Microfluidic chips using copper nanowires for fast and reliable 
determination of monosaccharides in honey samples 
Despite of the inherent difficulties in the analysis of real samples, 
ME technology in general and ME-ED in particular, has demonstrated to 
be a powerful tool in food analysis which has been critically revised from 
the early times when the first works were appeared27-29. Although microchip 
technology is emerging from important food analysis fields such as analysis 
of antioxidants, detection of frauds, toxics and allergens; the coupling 
between ME and nano-technologies has not reached the expected impact in 
the field. In addition, while the coupling of ME with CNTs has been 
explored30,31, no reports with MNWs have been described in the agro-food 
sector. 
Previously, in section II.2.4, carbohydrates detection using CSPEs 
modified with nickel and nickel/copper NWs was a very useful tool for 
quantitative determination of total carbohydrate content in honey samples 
using a miniaturized flow injection analysis system13. However, although the 
analytical performance was impressive, only total sugar indexes were 
assessed.  
As a consequence and as a natural step ahead; in this work, the 
CuNWs were combined to a ME to find the selectivity provided through 
the ME separation to achieve the accurate measurement of individual 
carbohydrates in the samples. The analytical reliability of ME-CuNWs for 
the fast and reliable assessment of carbohydrates in honey samples was 
demonstrated by comparison with the results obtained using HPLC-RI as 
reference method.  
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II.3.4.1. Separation and detection of glucose and fructose 
Figure II.23 illustrates the ME layout, a CSPE-CuNWs and an 
image of the detection reservoir (A) and the microchip electropherograms 
of glucose and fructose in both standards as well as in the nine analysed 
honeys (H-1-H-9) (B) under optimized separation (20 mM NaOH + 10 
mM H3BO3, pH=12; separation voltage +1000 V) and detection (E= +0.70 
V in 20 mM NaOH + 10 mM H3BO3, pH=12) conditions. Detection of 
glucose and fructose was carried out in less than 250s displaying well-
defined peaks at 159.3 ± 3.2 s and 210.7 ± 3.7 s, respectively. An excellent 
precision in migration times and oxidation currents with RSDs values under 
2% and 6% (n=3); respectively, was also recorded. Good S/N 
characteristics were obtained during the analysis of standards (noise level < 
0.6 nA and S/N ratios ranging between 8 and 32). In addition, no signal was 
obtained when the bare electrode was used confirming the selective electro 
catalysis of these materials towards the target analytes detection (see control 
in Figure II.23B). 
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has often been considered incompatible with the combination of the high 
voltages applied in the electrophoretic separations and sensitive 
electrochemical detectors have been seen as a conflict. However, it has been 
found that with appropriate designs of the detector cell the separation 
voltage does not interfere with the electrochemical measurement. The 
suitability of the end-channel coupling between a ME and a CSPE-CuNWs 
was demonstrated towards the influence of the separation voltage on the 
detected response. The separation voltage affected both the analyte 
resolution and the current signals. As expected, increasing the voltage from 
+750 V to +1500 V decreased the migration times for analytes (from 185 s 
to 80 s and from 270 s to 110 s, for glucose and fructose respectively) as 
well as peak-to-peak resolution from 1.5 to 0.4, being +1000 V the most 
suitable separation potential, due to a resolution good enough in peaks 
separation in a shorter time. 
Under previous optimized chemical (20 mM NaOH + 10 mM 
H3BO3, pH 12) and electrokinetic (injection voltage +1500 V for 5 s; 
separation voltage +1000 V) conditions, hydrodynamic voltammograms 
(HDVs) were also constructed as it is shown in Figure II.24. The electro-
oxidation of carbohydrates at copper electrodes in alkaline media involves 
the reaction of the carbohydrate with the copper oxides present at the 
surface with a two electron exchange in which the copper oxide is reduced. 
As a result the carbohydrate is chemically oxidized; the subsequent re-
oxidation of the oxides provides the analytical signal. Both compounds 
displayed no response below +0.20 V. The response rises gradually between 
+0.30 V and +0.70 V, after which it levels off. A well-defined sigmoidal 
curve was obtained with an E1/2= +0.65 V for both glucose and fructose. 
The detection potential (+0.70 V) was selected because of the best S/N 
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II.3.4.2. Quantitative analysis of glucose and fructose 
Quantitatively, CSPE-CuNWs displayed well-defined concentration 
dependence as it is illustrated in Figure II.23C. Table II.11 lists the 
analytical characteristics of the resulting calibration graphs. The resulting 
calibration plots were highly linear (r≥0.990) in the concentration ranges 
assayed. Interestingly, glucose exhibited a sensitivity 15 times higher than 
fructose despite both are monosaccharides. Combining the high sensitivity 
of the CuNWs with its low noise level resulted in suitable LODs about 
micro molar levels (S/N=3). Also, excellent precision was obtained with 
independence of the concentration assayed (RSD<2% and RSD<6%, for 
migration times and oxidation currents, respectively).  
Table II.11. Analytical characteristics of the method  
Analyte 
Linear 
range (µM)
R2 
Intercept 
a ± t Sa (nA)
Slope b ± t Sb 
(nA·µM-1) 
LOD 
(µM) 
Glucose 50 - 200 0.995 1.97 ± 1.61 0.086 ± 0.012 4 
Fructose 100 - 400 0.998 -0.01 ± 0.26 0.012 ± 0.001 23 
 
Figure II.23B also shows overlapped the microchip 
electropherograms for all the honey samples analysed (H1-H9). A good 
signal to noise characteristics were also obtained even during the analysis of 
a complex matrix (noise level < 1 nA and S/N ratios ranging between 18 
and 33). During the analysis of honey samples, interestingly, no signal was 
obtained when the bare electrode was used confirming the selective electro 
catalysis of these materials towards the target analytes detection obtaining 
identical control profiles than those found when standards were used (see 
control on Figure II.23B). 
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Table II.12 shows the precision obtained in the quantitative 
analysis of honey samples. Firstly, an excellent precision was obtained for 
the migration times (RSD<2% for both glucose and fructose) indicating a 
high electro osmotic flow (EOF) stability. Secondly, without exception, the 
migration times for glucose and fructose were in agreement with those 
obtained for the standards. Thirdly, low RSD values in the oxidation 
currents (RSD<7% for glucose and RSD<9% for fructose) were also 
obtained demonstrating the suitability of the approach for the sample 
analysis despite the complexity of the studied samples. 
Table II.13 lists quantitatively in detail the individual glucose and 
fructose contents as well as the total monosaccharide obtained using both 
ME-CuNWs and HPLC-RI approaches. From a detailed inspection of these 
results, it is clearly seen that ME-CuNWs provided very accurate results 
when comparing them to those obtained by the method used as reference. 
The errors obtained during the determination were under 11% in the case 
of glucose and under 8% in the case of fructose. Regarding to the total 
carbohydrates content the error values were under 9% demonstrating in all 
cases the potency of the approach for individual and total carbohydrates 
content determination. Taking into account the samples complexity due to 
the presence of a great variety of components, such as, phenolic 
compounds, vitamins or aminoacids, it is remarkable the accuracy and 
precision obtained for both, each individual carbohydrate and the total 
carbohydrate content in all the nine samples studied. Overall selectivity (ME 
separation plus selective CuNWs detection towards sugars) allowed the 
accurate determination of each individual glucose and fructose fraction as it 
was clearly demonstrated.  
In our previous approach, electrochemical detectors based on 
NiNWs and bimetallic Ni-CuNWs nanowires have demonstrated an 
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excellent analytical performance in terms of fast analytical response, class-
selectivity towards the analytes involved, calibration performance and 
reliability during the analysis of a the selected honey samples studied13. 
However, the approach proposed here added the selectivity provided by the 
individual sugar determination in comparison with the only total sugar 
content (“Electrochemical Monosaccharide Index”) previously reported. 
Also, in comparison with literature14, 35-37, our work presented not only good 
LODs (lower than other similar approaches) but also reducing analysis 
times (from times >20 min to 4 min) with simpler instrumentation. 
However, this approach needs still a full-automation for the future use in 
the labs. 
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II.3.4.3. Conclusions 
This work clearly shows the potential of ME-CuNWs for fast, 
reliable and still simple route for analysis of sugars in honeys. The values 
obtained using ME-CuNWs in comparison with those obtained by HPLC-
RI were highly in agreement with errors and RSDs below 10% 
demonstrating the accuracy and precision of the approach. In addition, the 
proposed ME-CuNWs approach in comparison with the reference HPC-RI 
method allowed a faster analysis times, cheaper instrumentation, 
competitive LODs and avoided the use of toxic solvents becoming an 
environmental friendly approach. The excellent results obtained during the 
analysis of the samples studied confirms the analytical potency of ME-
CuNWs approach, enhancing the maturity of the microchip technology and 
opening new avenues for future implementation of applications in the field 
of food analysis. More robust, simplest and full-disposable ME devices are 
being developed in our lab for future implementation of this technology in 
the agro-food sector. 
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II.3.5 Copper nanowires immobilized on the boards of microfluidic 
chips for the rapid and simultaneous diagnosis of galactosemia 
diseases in newborn urine samples 
Galactosemia is a rare disease, with a prevalence of 1 in about 
50.000 people, in which exists a metabolic disorder associated with 
intolerance to galactose. The consequences of the disease can become fatal 
if it is not discovered during the firsts days of life, therefore a neonatal 
screening is highly needed in order to detect the disorder before it starts to 
show symptoms and avoid irreversible damages to the patient. The 
galactosemia metabolic pathway is shown in the scheme 1. Three types of 
galactosemia are related to malfunctions in the following enzymes: the 
failure of galactose 1-phosphate uridyltransferase (GALT) produces the 
most severe and common form of the disease, type I galactosemia (classic 
galactosemia), which could lead to develop liver disease, cataracts, mental 
retardation or even death. When galactokinase (GALK) is under 
malfunctioning, produces the type II form of the disease; and the failure of 
uridine diphosphate galactose-4-epimerase (GALE), produces the rarest 
type III form of the disease. These enzyme deficiencies result in heightened 
levels of galactose 1-phosphate (Gal 1-P) and galactose (Gal), Gal, and Gal 
1-P/Gal/ uridyl diphosphate galactose (UDP-Gal), which indicate 
galactosemias type I, II and III, respectively. As consequence, these 
metabolites become true biomarkers that permit the identification of the 
three types of the galactosemia diseases accordingly to the profile detected. 
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More important, is the absence of screening methods in order to 
carry out earlier and faster diagnosis of galactosemia. Unfortunately, due to 
the low prevalence of the illness screening methods are not commonly 
employed around the world. Screening programs could avoid the undesired 
effects of the illness on the population. Without any question MC becomes 
not only a clear alternative to those previous approaches, but also a very 
unique screening method since it could allow the analysis in a fast and 
economic way, requiring only extremely low amounts of biological samples 
(microfluidic technology allows introducing minute amounts of samples 
using electrokinetic injection protocols) and also performing multiplexed 
analysis in future applications. 
As consequence, this work is presented as a novel alternative to the 
approaches described above, based on the coupling of MC-CuNWs. 
Conceptually speaking, we hypothesize that the inherent selectivity and 
sensitivity of CuNWs, towards galactosemia metabolites detection in 
connection with MC selectivity could allow the fast and simultaneous 
detection of the three galactosemia biomarkers which implies the fast 
diagnosis of any galactosemia type in just one single analysis. It is important 
to remark that in this way, any form of the disease could be diagnosed in 
one analysis, saving time in contrast with other approaches in which a 
specific galactosemia analysis is performed only when determined signals of 
the illness appear. 
This MC-NWs approach creatively assembles the advantages of 
rapid MC analysis using extremely low quantities of biological sample with a 
detection technique that does not rely on a chromophore signature as 
alternative to enzymatic approaches. Additionally the method requires urine 
samples, being less invasive for the baby.  
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This work has also sought to study an analysis system comprising an 
MC coupled to CuNWs for the rapid diagnosis of the three galactosemia 
profiles in newborn, healthy, or ill urine samples toward the detection of the 
specific metabolite profiles involving Gal 1-P, Gal, and UDP-Gal. The 
newborn urine samples were very unique due to the low prevalence of the 
illness. Selected precious urine samples collected from patients that had 
been previously diagnosed with the diseases were tested to validate the MC-
CuNWs approach. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of 
MC-NWs based approach in the field of galactosemia diagnosis. 
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II.3.5.1. Simultaneous detection of galactosemia biomarkers 
Accordingly to scheme 1, the diagnosis of galactosemia requires the 
simultaneous detection of the different metabolite profiles to determine the 
specific type of galactosemia, which become as true biomarkers of the 
disease. Indeed, galactosemia type I should be diagnosed towards the 
simultaneous detection of Gal 1-P (specific biomarker) and Gal 
(accumulated biomarker); type II towards the detection of Gal (specific 
biomarker) and type III towards the simultaneous detection of accumulated 
Gal 1-P and Gal as well as UDP-Gal as specific biomarker of this profile. 
Figure II.25 illustrates the scheme for simultaneous detection of 
galactosemia biomarkers on the MC layout (A) and the simulated 
galactosemia profiles using standards mixtures accordingly, obtained under 
previously optimized separation (NaOH 3 mM, pH=11.5; separation 
voltage +750 V), injection (+1500 V for 5s) and detection (E=+0.70 V in 
NaOH 3 mM, pH=11.5) conditions (B) within a time period of less than 
350 s. Interestingly, no signal was obtained when the bare electrode was 
used confirming the selective electro catalysis of these materials towards the 
galactosemia metabolites detection. 
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electrode repeatability with RSDs<8% (n=10) and inter-electrode 
reproducibility with RSDs<12% (n=5) were obtained; indicated an excellent 
stability of the electrochemical detector. These excellent values informed 
not only about the high resistance to fouling, but also about the stability of 
the CuNWs distribution on the electrode as it was supported with the 
FESEM results previously discussed. 
Table II.14. Precision obtained in the simultaneous detection of 
galactosemia biomarkers (n=5).  
Analytical 
feature 
Type I Type II Type III 
Gal 1-P Gal Gal Gal 1-P Gal UDP-Gal 
tm±S (s) 83.3±1.0 114.5±2.2 117.2±0.9 85.9±4.1 116.1±3.1 287.7±2.2 
RSD (%) 1.2 1.9 0.8 4.8 2.6 0.8 
i ± s (nA) 1.9±0.1 9.4±0.3 4.2±0.1 1.8±0.1 12.4±0.1 1.8±0.1 
RSD (%) 5.7 3.0 2.7 5.5 0.3 5.1 
 
In an effort to simplify the analytical procedures, we have identified 
a common set of conditions that may be applied to either analytical route. 
The chemical and electrokinetic conditions were evaluated to achieve the 
separation of target biomarkers within the shortest period of time. A 3 mM 
NaOH media (pH=11.5) permitted the sensitive detection of well-defined 
analyte peaks with an excellent resolution (RGal 1-P-Gal = 1.0; RGal-UDP-Gal= 2.6) 
and an optimum separation time of 350 s.  
The suitability of the end-channel coupling between a MC and 
CuNWs was demonstrated, as shown in Figure II.26A, which examines the 
influence of the separation voltage on the detected response. The separation 
voltage affected both the analyte resolution and the current signal. As 
expected, by increasing the voltage from +500 V to +1000 V (in 250 V 
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steps (A-C)), the migration times for the target biomarkers decreased (from 
135 s to 58 s, from 206 s to 90 s, and from 360 s to 208 s, for Gal 1-P, Gal, 
and UDP-Gal, respectively) as well as the peak-to-peak resolution (RGal 1-P-Gal 
decreased from 1.5 to 0.8 and RGal-UDP-Gal decreased from 4.1 to 1.9). A 
separation voltage of +750 V was the most favorable due to a short analysis 
time and the optimum Rs conditions (RGal 1-P-Gal= 1.0 and RGal-UDP-Gal= 2.6). 
The peak-to-peak noise level increased from 0.09 to 0.15 nA upon changing 
the voltage between +500 V and +1000 V. From the inspection of Figure 
II.26A, the initial charging-current flat baseline indicated complete isolation 
at all separation voltages assayed. In addition, the linear dependence found 
between electrophoretic current and separation voltage (r=0.990) indicated 
a negligible Joule effect on the separation. 
Optimal chemical and electrokinetic separation conditions (Na OH 
3 mM, pH=11.5; separation voltage +750 V) were used to generate the 
hydrodynamic voltammograms (HDVs) using the CuNWs, as shown in 
Figure II.26B. The curves were collected stepwise under a separation 
voltage of +750 V by making +0.10 V changes in the detection potential. 
The three metabolites displayed no response below +0.20 V. The response 
gradually rose between +0.20 V and +0.70 V, after which the response 
leveled down. A very well-defined sigmoidal curve was obtained for all 
metabolites with E1/2=+0.35 V, E1/2=+0.35 V, and E1/2=+0.55 V for Gal, 
Gal 1-P, and UDP-Gal, respectively. A detection potential of + 0.70 V 
offered the best signal-to-noise characteristics with ratios ranging from 15 
to 80.  
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II.3.5.2. Diagnosis of galactosemias in newborn urine samples 
Newborn urine samples, both healthy and ill, were analyzed in an 
effort to characterize the detection profiles corresponding to galactosemia 
types I, II, and III. The urine samples studied in this work are very unique 
as it was previously described. Urine samples are ideal for analysis because 
they can be obtained through non-invasive techniques, and in addition, the 
metabolites are present at higher levels than in the blood samples. Urine 
samples permit the detection of galactosemia in cases in which a blood 
sample cannot be used due to contamination from an undeclared 
transfusion or parenteral feeding45.  
Figure II.27 shows a complete analysis of urine samples from 
healthy and ill newborns. On the one hand, Figure II.27A displays the 
analysis results obtained from healthy urine samples. As expected, a 
galactosemia profile was not observed in the analysis of the healthy samples 
(black line), only a small quantity of glucose was detected. In contrast, 
galactosemia profiles were clearly observed in the strategically spiked urine 
samples (red line), which were clearly differentiated from the healthy urine 
profiles.  
On the other hand, Figure II.27B displays the analysis results 
obtained from the newborn urine samples from patients who had been 
previously diagnosed with one of the three types of galactosemia. Types I, 
II, and III galactosemia were readily distinguished based on the detection of 
the specific and accumulated metabolite biomarkers in accordance to 
galactosemia pathway shown in scheme 1; Gal 1-P/Gal, Gal, and Gal 1-
P/Gal/UDP-Gal, respectively.  
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of detection at micromolar concentrations (S/N=3). The method 
developed here shows LOD’s (16, 15 and 120 µM for Gal 1-P, Gal, and 
UDP-Gal, respectively) lower than cut-off values employed as reference in 
the illness (Gal 1-P > 0.4 mM and Gal > 1.4 mM). These values are in 
agreement with those found in the bibliography and also with the values set 
in the methods employed in screening programs in hospitals46. It is 
important to mention that commonly an abnormal value is far away from 
the cut-off value being the levels found in ill patients greatly amplified due 
to the malfunctioning of the enzymes and the accumulation produced. 
Table II.15. Analytical characteristics of the method 
Analyte 
Linear 
range (µM) 
R2 a ± tSa (nA) 
b ± tSb 
(nA·µM–1) 
LOD 
(µM) 
Gal 1-P 100-1000 0.999 0.294 ± 0.210 0.042 ± 0.003 16 
Gal 50-400 0.998 0.072 ± 0.525 0.020 ± 0.002 15 
UDP-Gal 100-1000 0.999 -0.144 ± 0.138 0.004 ± 0.002 120 
 
Table II.16 summarizes the quantitative results obtained during the 
analysis of urine samples from healthy and ill newborns. Firstly, Table II.16 
lists the high agreement between the migration times obtained in the 
analysis of urine samples in comparison with those found for standards. In 
addition, an excellent precision with an RSD of < 4% for the migration 
times and a RSD of < 16% (n=5) for the oxidation currents was also 
obtained during the urine samples analysis indicating the suitability of the 
approach for analysis of real samples. Table II.16 also lists the quantitative 
results obtained upon the analysis of the spiked healthy or ill urine samples. 
Excellent recoveries (93–107%) were achieved in the spiked healthy urine 
samples indicating a very good accuracy of the proposed approach. Since 
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the recovery precision was also excellent (RSDs of < 6%), the approach 
become very reliable to perform the simultaneous detection of all 
biomarkers involved in the illness.  
In addition, the levels obtained for each specific biomarker in the ill 
urine samples agreed with the levels typically found in the urine samples for 
these diseases (Gal 1-P > 0.4 mM and/or Gal > 1.4mM), indicating that a 
galactosemia diagnosis may be achieved using the analysis results from the 
MC-Cu NW devices with reliability. Also, since ill urine samples were 
previously diagnosed with a specific type of galactosemia, these results 
reveal the suitability of the approach and the real analytical potency of the 
MC-CuNWs as novel analytical screening tool for galactosemia diagnosis.  
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Finally and in comparison with previous literature, the commonly 
employed methods are listed in Table II.17. Most of them employing 
blood samples (more invasive) and involving longer analysis times derived 
from the necessity of extraction, incubation or derivatization steps during 
the sample pretreatment. Also, detection of only one biomarker was 
commonly carried out. The approach presented here is an alternative to 
enzyme based assays being even more sensitive than other nanowires-
enzyme based galactose sensors with the additional advantages of the 
simultaneous detection of the three target biomarkers involved in 
galactosemia diseases allowing the specific diagnosis of each type of 
galactosemia. Another clear advantage of our proposal is that microfluidic 
technology allows introducing minimum amounts of samples using 
electrokinetic injection protocols achieving the representativeness. 
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II.3.5.3. Conclusions 
The inherent sensitivity and selectivity of CuNWs toward 
galactosemia metabolites in the context of MCs selectivity enables a novel 
and creative approach to the rapid, reliable and simultaneous diagnosis of 
the three types of galactosemia disease from an analysis of newborn urine 
samples. Types I, II, and III galactosemia profiles were identified through 
the detection of the specific biomarkers Gal 1-P, Gal, and UDP-Gal, with 
LOD’s of 16, 15 and 120 µM respectively. The analysis results were 
obtained in less than 350 s with negligible sample consumption as well as 
with good signal-to-noise characteristics (>15, noise levels under 0.15 nA). 
Excellent accuracy (recoveries 93–107%) and stability of the 
electrochemical detector (intra-electrode repeatability with RSDs<8% 
(n=10) and inter-electrode reproducibility with RSDs<12% (n=5)) were 
additional revealed. The significance of the newborn urine samples studied 
confirms the analytical potency of the MC-CuNWs platforms, enhancing 
the maturity of the microchip technology and opens new avenues for future 
screening implementation applications in the field. 
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II.3.6. Experimental Section  
II.3.6.1 Electro synthesis and characterization of nanowires 
based electrodes 
Alumina filtration membranes with a plastic ring, 25 mm diameter, 
0.2 µm pore diameter, and 60 µm thicknesses were purchased from 
Whatman (England).  
Materials employed for the NiNWs fabrication were: CuSO4·5H2O 
for the sacrificial layer, and a mixture of NiCl2·6H2O/NiSO4·6H2O for the 
layer that formed the NiNWs. For the synthesis of the CuNWs the reagents 
were: CuSO4·5H2O for the sacrificial layer and also for the layer that 
formed the CuNWs, H2PtCl6·xH2O was used for the intermediate platinum 
layer needed to separate the sacrificial and the nanowires layers. Copper and 
Nickel working solutions were dissolved in H3BO3 20 g/L and the platinum 
solution was solved in HCl 0.1 M. The sacrificial layer was removed using a 
CuSO4·5H2O solution 30%v/v HCl in both cases. All chemicals used in 
buffer preparation and in supporting electrolytes were of reagent grade.  
Nanowires were synthesized by an electrodeposition method using a 
porous template. An anodic alumina oxide membrane (AAO) was used as a 
template for nanowire growth. Gold was sputtered onto the branched side 
of the membrane to function as the working electrode during the 
electrodeposition steps. The AAO membrane was connected with an 
aluminium foil contact. An Ag/AgCl electrode and a platinum wire were 
used as reference and counter electrodes, respectively. The sputtered 
membrane was placed in the bottom of the plating. The NiNWs were 
synthesized, by first depositing a thin layer of copper (-1 V, 10 C) which 
filled any imperfection in the template to obtain a regular tubular structure 
for the growth of nickel nanowires and then, the nickel layer to form the 
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nanowires was deposited (-1 V, 45 C). For the CuNWs, the protocol was 
essentially the same, after the sacrificial copper layer deposited to fill the 
imperfections, an intermediate platinum layer was then deposited (-0.5 V, 3 
C) to separate the sacrificial copper layer from the copper nanowires layer 
and also protect this last layer during the sacrificial layer removal. Finally, 
the copper layer itself was deposited (-1V, 30C). 
The sacrificial copper layer was removed using CuSO4•5H2O in 
30%v/v HCl. The nanowires were released by dissolving the AAO template 
in a 3 M NaOH solution for 25 minutes. The nanowires were rinsed several 
times with deionized water until a neutral pH was obtained. After rinsing 
with deionized water, centrifugation completed the separation and 
purification steps. 
Then the carbon screen-printed electrodes (CSPE) (10x1 mm) were 
cast by placing on the electrode surface a 2µL drop of the corresponding 
nanowires suspension (Nickel or Copper) with a concentration of 10 
mg/mL.  
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed using a Hitachi 
TM-1000 (Tokyo, Japan). Qualitative and quantitative energy dispersive X-
ray spectrometry (EDS) system Swift-ED for TM-1000 form oxford 
instruments (Oxford, UK) was also performed. Aluminum mount stubs 
were used for the SEM analysis and were obtained from Electron 
Microscopy Sciences (Hatfield, UK).  
The electrodes surfaces were characterized by covering them with a 
4-5 nm Au layer. The surfaces were then imaged by field emission scanning 
electron microscopy (FESEM) using a JEOL JSM6335F equipment 
working at 5 kV. The energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) analysis 
was performed using 80 mm2 X-max with a resolution of 127-5.9 eV. 
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electrophoretic buffer was 20 mM NaOH + 10 mM H3BO3, pH 12, which 
were purchased from fluka and Merck respectively. In all cases, high-quality 
water, purified in a Milli-Q system (Millipore, Bedford, MA, USA), was 
used. 
Gal, Gal 1-P and UDP-Gal were purchased from Sigma Chemical 
Co. (St. Louis, MO). At first, they were dissolved in deionized water and 
secondly working solutions for the studies were appropriately diluted in 
NaOH pH 11.5, which was purchased from Merck. In all cases, high-quality 
water, purified in a Milli-Q system (Millipore, Bedford, MA, USA), was 
used. 
Newborn urine samples previously diagnosed were obtained in 
collaboration with the Laboratorio de Metabolopatías of the Hospital 
Clínico (CHUS) in Santiago de Compostela (Galicia, Spain), which is 
conducting a Newborn Screening Program by collecting solid-phase urine 
samples and paired blood samples49. Urine samples were collected from 
newborns by placing a slip of Whatman 903 paper on the genitals and 
holding it in place with a napkin. This should be done immediately prior to 
collecting the blood sample because the stress induced by the latter causes 
the infant to urinate. The collection paper may subsequently be withdrawn 
and laid horizontal to dry. To avoid interference from contaminants, the 
infant should be clean and free of creams, oils, talc, or any other cosmetic. 
If the infant defecates during the operation in addition to urinating, the 
sample should be discarded, the infant cleaned, and the operation repeated 
with another paper slip (each newborn screening kit generally contains two). 
Although the first paper may not have been soiled with faeces, it may have 
been contaminated with faecal material taken up by the urine. The urine-
impregnated paper slips require a 4 hour drying time at room temperature. 
Discs 6 mm in diameter were cut to obtain an aliquot of the sample. Each 
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slip corresponded to 10 µL46. Urine samples from newborns were presented 
on 6 mm discs of Whatman 903 paper. A disc was placed, with the help of 
tweezers, at the bottom of a 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube. A 0.5 mL volume of 
the running buffer was then added, and the extraction step proceeded over 
10 minutes under agitation. The disc was later removed from the 
Eppendorf tube.  
II.3.6.2. Microfluidic chip with electrochemical detection 
The analytical microsystem set-up was originally reported and 
described elsewhere50 and then adapted51-54. 
A double-T glass microchip manufactured by Micralyne (Model 
MC-BF4-TT100, Edmond, Canada) using wet chemical etching and thermal 
bonding techniques was used. The microchip consisted of a glass plate (88 
mm X 16 mm), and the total length of the separation channel was 85 mm 
with a semicircular section of 50 µm wide and 20 µm deep. The joint 
formed by injection feature 5 mm side arms and a separation channel which 
together formed the shape of a double-T. The original waste reservoir was 
cut away, leaving the channel outlet open at the end of the chip to facilitate 
end-channel amperometric detection. The end-channel amperometric 
detector consisted of an Ag/AgCl electrode as reference electrode, a 
platinum wire as counter electrode, and a CSPE-nanowires modified 
electrode as the working electrode. Amperometric detection was performed 
using a Potentiostat Autolab PGSTAT12 from Eco Chemie. A LabSmith 
HVS448 High voltage sequencer with eight independent high-voltage 
channels and programmable sequencing capabilities over the range required 
for voltage manipulation (LabSmith, Livermore, CA) was used as the 
voltage source.  
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Microfluidic protocol: The channels of the glass microchip were 
treated prior to use by rinsing with 0.5 M NaOH for 40 min and deionized 
water for 10 min. This procedure was carefully monitored to obtain 
reproducible results. The running buffer reservoir and detection reservoir 
were filled with the running buffer. The sample reservoirs were either filled 
with the analytes or the corresponding samples using the running buffer as 
the carrier solution. A voltage of +1500 V was applied for 3 min to the 
buffer reservoir to fill the longitudinal channel, and the detection reservoir 
was grounded, leaving the others reservoirs floating. This procedure was 
performed on each sample reservoir for 60 s to facilitate the process of 
filling the injection channel (located between the longitudinal channel and 
the sample reservoir) and then a voltage was then applied for 3 min to the 
running buffer reservoir to eliminate the remains of any previously 
introduced samples from the longitudinal channel. Finally, the samples were 
injected by applying +1500 V for 5 s. 
Amperometric detection: A detection voltage of +0.70 V was 
applied to the working electrode. A spacer (easily removable adhesive tape, 
60 µm) was placed between the surface of the electrode and the channel 
outlet to reproducibly control the distance between the electrode and the 
separation channel and to avoid interference from the electrical field applied 
for the separation in the detector. All experiments were performed at room 
temperature. 
 
 
Calculations: The resolution (R) was calculated using the following 
equation:  
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ܴ ൌ 1.18 ൈ ሺݐଶ െ ݐଵሻሺݓଵ ൅ ݓଶሻ  
Where t1 and t2 are migration times of the corresponding analytes 
and w1 and w2 are the corresponding peak widths at the half height of two 
adjacent analyte bands.  
Safety considerations: The high-voltage supply should be handled 
with extreme care in order to avoid electrical shock.  
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of energy that promotes the movement in the microstructure. The energy 
source is closely related to the microstructure shape, actually both shape 
and propulsion systems are connected. 
Nanomotors can significantly improve the characteristic of 
common analytical systems through the impressive possibilities that they 
offer. As a result of the autonomous movement of these nanodevices the 
different steps of the analytical process can be performed in different 
places of the systems, allowing an increase in the sensitivity and selectivity. 
Such increase in sensitivity and selectivity is possible because of the 
nanomotor can develop each task in its optimum conditions even when 
each step has different ones by moving through different zones of the 
system searching for the best conditions for each step.  
In the following section, different kinds of nanomotors are listed; 
they are classified by the source of energy and the resulting produced 
movement. 
III.1.1. Self-electrophoretic propulsion-based micromotors 
Catalytic nanomotors are a special kind of nanowires. Typically, 
these nanowires are synthesized by electrochemical template assisted 
methods to achieve the bimetallic structure needed; the synthesis takes 
place inside the pores of a membrane (i.e. AAO membrane). As it was 
described in Chapter II, in an easy and strategically defined manner, the 
nanowires synthesis is carried out in different steps. Briefly, firstly the 
electrochemical cell is filled with a gold solution to perform the 
electrodeposition of the first end of the nanowires and then the solution is 
changed for a platinum solution to complete the synthesis, extra layers can 
be included for magnetic control or for support further modifications, 
later on the template is removed to get the free nanowires. 
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In order to produce a controlled movement instead of a random 
one, to increase the potential applications of these nanostructures, it is 
necessary to include a control section. This control section can be 
achieved including a magnetic segment during the fabrication and through 
an external magnetic field provided by a Neodymium magnet the 
nanowires are aligned and remotely controlled5.  
Catalytic nanowires motors are influenced by gradients of the fuel 
concentration, moving to higher concentrations. An increment in the 
effectiveness of the reaction would lead in higher speed of the 
nanomotors and also in the generated force extending the possible 
applications of these devices. Different fuels (i.e. hydrazine) or nanowires 
composition (gold-silver alloys, CNT) have also been studied to improve 
their characteristics6,7. 
The attachment of the nanomotor to the target analyte can be 
accomplished through different strategies ranging from unspecific 
interactions like electrostatic or magnetic forces or specific bonding taking 
advantage of the sulphur affinity to gold surfaces or the biotin-
streptavidin interaction. 
It is highly desirable for future bio-applications not only fabricate 
a biocompatible nanomotor, that is affordable with the employment of 
gold or polymers, but also find a suitable fuel as source of energy due to 
the toxicity of hydrogen peroxide or hydrazine, that limits the potential 
biomedical applications of nanomotors. One interesting alternative to 
these fuels is to exploit the glucose that is present in high concentration in 
biological fluids using glucose oxidase to generate in situ the necessary 
hydrogen peroxide. 
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III.1.2. Bubble propulsion-based micromotors 
III.1.2.1. Template assisted microtubes 
Bubble propelled microstructures work using a similar principle as 
self-electrophoresis propelled micromotors, the decomposition of a fuel 
on a catalytic surface, but in this case the source of is not related to the 
generated gradients, the energy is provided by the bubble generation and 
the energy that these bubbles implement on the microstructure. 
These micromotors are tubular micromotors consist of a 
polymer/Pt bilayer, present conical shape and the inner part correspond 
to the catalytic surface (Pt) where the decomposition takes place. 
Commonly hydrogen peroxide and platinum have been used and the 
decomposition of hydrogen peroxide using platinum as the catalytic 
surface generates oxygen bubbles. The conical shape of these microtubes 
and corresponding pressure differential assist the unidirectional expansion 
of the catalytically generated oxygen bubbles, and their release from one 
of the tubular openings thrusting the micromotor. Additionally, small 
amounts of surfactant are used to maintain the bubble development and 
promote their release. 
Tubular micromotors have shown to be a considerable promise 
for diverse applications owing to their efficient bubble induced propulsion 
in complex media opening the alternative to move in real environments 
with higher ionic strength where catalytic nanowires cannot move. 
Moreover these micromotors are also synthesized using a bottom-up 
approach, a simplified membrane template electrodeposition protocol. 
The resulting micromotors displays some advantages apart from the low-
cost mass production synthesis method, are commonly smaller than other 
typically found in the bibliography (i.e. rolled-up micromotors) and can 
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move even with low fuel concentration (0.2% H2O2) at high speeds (up to 
1400 body lengths/s) which can be also used as a high towing force for 
transport diverse analytes. Body lengths/s is understood as how many 
times the micromotors are able to move its own size each second. 
The basic bilayer scheme can be tailored to include different 
features like Ni and Au layers for their magnetic guidance and facile 
functionalization (i.e. with receptors), respectively. A creative modification 
of the outer Au surface by molecular bioreceptors, i.e. DNA probes8, 
aptamers9, antibodies10, or lectins11, has been shown useful for diverse 
target isolation sensing, drug and delivery12 and environmental oil spills 
remediation13 applications. Moreover, functionalized polymers can avoid 
the need of a gold surface and the SAM construction, this kind of 
polymers already present carboxy groups on their surface after its 
polymerization and are a real alternative to reduce the necessary steps in 
the modification of the micromotor achieving as a result at the end of the 
process higher speeds and towing force and in addition reducing the time 
necessary for the modification and the waste generated. 
Recent progress in the field of synthetic nanomachines has 
opened the door to new and important applications14-17. For example, 
active transport by receptor-functionalized artificial nanomotors propelled 
in complex samples oﬀers an attractive strategy for isolating target 
analytes11,18. 
Great efforts with the aim of construct micromotors which source 
of energy come from less aggressive chemicals are being done, the 
ultimate objective is fabricate micromotors which can extract the 
necessary energy for movement from harmless molecules like glucose by 
the introduction of enzymes, an intermediate approach was done by J. 
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III.1.3. Ultrasound propulsion-based micromotors  
Despite recent advances in fuel-free microscale motors, there 
continues to be a need for a biocompatible energy source that can power 
micromotors, and acoustic energy is an interesting candidate for driving 
micromotors in fluids, including biological media. Ultrasound is an 
acoustic (sound) energy in the form of waves having a frequency above 
the human hearing range (i.e. frequencies above 20 kHz). Such high-
frequency sound waves have minimal harmful eﬀects on biological 
systems. Hoyos and Mallouk25 describe exciting experiments in which 
ultrasonic acoustic waves can propel template grown metallic nanowires 
as fast as ∼200 μm/s. The movement mechanism is based on the shape 
asymmetry of the rods. The asymmetric shape of the metal rods can lead 
to an asymmetric distribution of the acoustic pressure from the scattering 
of the incident acoustic waves at the metal surface. A locally induced 
pressure gradient associated with the concave end of the nanowires, leads 
to directional motion by a self-acoustophoresis. 
Esener and Wang26 have developed as well ultrasound driven 
micromotors or microbullets. These microbullets utilize the rapid 
expansion and vaporization of perfluorocarbon emulsion droplets 
confined to the microtubular machine interior triggered by an ultrasound 
pulse leading to an impressive speed of 6 m/s. Figure III.5 illustrate 
theses aspects.  
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movement in high ionic strength, which is not achieved by catalytic 
nanomotors is allowed by switching on the magnetic propulsion.  
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III.1.5. Micromotors in lab-on-a-chip devices  
The transport of desired cargoes represents an active research area 
that holds considerable promises in many fields, such as drug delivery, 
microfluidics and biosensing32-36. Once achieved faster nanowire motors 
and a precise motion control, these motors can be applied to the 
controlled transport of analytes inside a microfluidic platform avoiding 
the employment of pumps or external electrical fields for fluid movement 
and therefore enhancing the analytical capabilities of the lab-on-a-chip 
(LOC) technologies32. Controlled manipulation of cargo within 
microchannels is a promising alternative for multiple tasks like drug 
delivery or target isolation, separation and enrichment of different 
materials/analytes improving the microchip detection efficiency. 
The remarkable cargo towing and manipulation capabilities of 
protein biomotors (like kinesin motor with neurotransmitter vesicles) have 
led to the introduction of chip-based nanoscale transport systems27,28,37-41. 
Particular attention has been given to the pick-up and guided 
transport of selected cargo by kinesin/MT-based motors within 
microchannels but they still require for the movement of the protein 
motor predefined tracks in the channels. For example Rios and Bachand32 
employed a kinesin motor for the active transport and simultaneous 
detection of multiple analytes in connection to the distinct spectral 
emission of quantum-dot nanocrystal tags of different sizes. 
Newly developed synthetic catalytic micromotors are powerful, 
fast, stable, versatile and compatible with microsystems and their 
environments, being easily adapted to different LOC formats.  
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In LOC micromotor-based operations needs to be performed: 
recognition, transport and delivery.  
Chemically-powered tubular microengines are particularly 
attractive for biomedical applications due to their efficient bubble-induced 
propulsion in relevant biological fluids17,42. These microengines are 
commonly prepared by thin-film rolled-up technology16,17 or template 
electrodeposition35. Catalytic microtubes propel rapidly and efficiently and 
magnetic guidance can be achieved through the incorporation of an 
intermediate magnetic layer that can also be useful for capture of a 
magnetic cargo. 
The capture of a target by a micromotor needs a recognition 
centre for loading the desired target, electrostatic forces between 
differently charged micromotor-target and magnetic attractions, taking 
advantage of the magnetic parts included on the micromotors for its 
controlled guiding, have been used, but when higher affinity is needed the 
streptavidin-biotin interaction can be incorporated as well as other bio 
receptors like, DNA probes, aptamers or antibodies. 
Wang’s team13 also demonstrated that catalytic nanowire shuttles 
can readily pickup drug-loaded Poly-D,L-lactic-co-glycolic acid (PLGA) 
particles and liposomes and transport them to its final destination. 
Solovev et al.43 demonstrated the use of microtubular (Ti/Fe/Pt) engines 
for the loading, transportation, and delivery of microscale objects, 
including colloidal microparticles and thin metallic nanoplates, by suction 
to the front of the microtube. 
The next obvious step after the cargo pickup is its release, to 
complete the tasks intended for these devices. Despite less attention has 
been paid in this aspect, it is a crucial step to finally deliver the load in its 
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final destiny and also for the reutilization of the micromotors making 
possible multiple load/unload cycles. The unload process can be triggered 
by different stimuli, like chemical ones, when the micromotor moves to 
the deliver zone with different conditions that promote the link breakage 
between the micromotor and the analyte (i.e. pH change) or produced by 
an external source, like light, as it was demonstrated by Sen’s group or 
magnetically producing a fast abrupt change in the micromotor direction 
to overcome the magnetic attraction and release the cargo8. 
In conclusion, extensive research has led an important increment 
in the diversity of catalytic micromotors whose properties are optimized 
for performing diverse operations in the nanoscale. Enhanced cargo-
towing force, precise motion control, versatility and facile 
functionalization, have enabled impressive microchip applications towards 
the realization of autonomous motor-based on-chip transport systems. 
Thus, in this sense, functionalized synthetic catalytic nanomotors are 
particularly promising for realizing such autonomous LOC tasks. The 
employment of nanomotors could also enhance the “traditional” 
microfluidic systems, i.e. eliminating the need of fluid flow and providing 
numberless characteristics being the perfect synergy microsystems.  
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III.1.6. Future perspectives 
To combine active targeting with precise guidance and control, 
future generation drug-delivery vehicles will require powerful propulsion 
and navigation capabilities in order to deliver payloads to predetermined 
body locations. Nanoshuttle carriers, transporting their drug payloads 
directly to diseased tissues, hold considerable promise for improving the 
therapeutic efficacy and reducing the side effects of toxic drugs. Such 
nanoshuttles should be able to be functionalized to carry large payloads of 
drugs, along with imaging moieties and targeting ligands to confer tissue 
specificity. 
Artificial nano/microscale motors hold also considerable promise 
for diverse medical diagnostic applications32,44. Particularly attractive for 
such bioanalytical applications are new receptor functionalized artificial 
nanomotors, which are capable of capturing and isolating biological 
targets from unprocessed biological media9-12,45. 
The requirement of the common hydrogen peroxide fuel hinders 
some practical biomedical applications of catalytically propelled 
micro/nanomotors. Thus, a wide range of such applications, particularly 
in vivo applications, require other fuel sources. 
Future microscale motors would require the identification of new 
in situ fuels in connection with new catalytic materials and reactions. A 
highly desired aspect of these microscale motors is the use of in situ fuel 
sources, being able to use the sample as fuel source. Ultimately, it would 
be beneficial to explore the sample matrix itself as the fuel source, 
obviating the need for adding external fuels and not compromising the 
viability of the biological target. Recent eﬀorts have thus been directed at 
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exploring the use of the sample matrix (media or constituents) as the 
fuel21. 
Biocatalytic propulsion, powered by ensembles of multiple 
enzymes, has shown promise for moving microobjects in the presence of 
glucose fuel39,46. The abundant presence of glucose in body fluids makes it 
an attractive biocompatible fuel. 
While impressive progress has been made over the past decade 
toward developing a wide range of synthetic fuel-driven and fuel-free 
nano/microscale machines, the realization of practical biomedical 
applications requires further improvement in their eﬃciency, power, 
performance, functionalization, versatility, sophistication, and 
biocompatibility 
These miniature machines are likely to have profound impact 
upon diverse biomedical applications, including directed drug delivery, 
nanosurgery, biopsy, cell sorting, artery cleaning, or microchip bioassays. 
Artificial nanomotors are thus expected to advance from current initial 
proof-of-concept studies into practical in vitro and in vivo biomedical 
applications for further evaluation. 
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III.2.1. Introduction and objectives 
The reliable identification, isolation and quantification of proteins 
holds an enormous potential to satisfy the growing demands in diverse 
fields, including medical diagnostics, food safety, forensic analysis, 
environmental monitoring and biodefense applications1. A wide variety of 
techniques are available for protein detection and purification. Particularly 
attention has been given to antibody-based standard ELISA protocols 
within multiple well plates,2,3 although such assays often require long 
incubation times and multiple washing steps. Recent advances in the field of 
microanalytical systems have led to the development of LOC 
immunoassays, coupling the power of microchip devices with the high 
specificity and sensitivity of antigen–antibody interactions4–8. Yet, new 
efficient microchip immunoassays offering direct, simple and rapid isolation 
of target proteins are desired. 
In this chapter, we present a novel ‘on-the-fly’ microchip sandwich 
immunoassay based on self-propelled antibody-functionalized artificial 
microtransporters able to perform each of the immunoassay steps in 
different reservoirs and providing direct visualization of the protein binding 
event. Biological motors and related motion-driven processes have 
demonstrated the ability to capture and transport target proteins along 
microtubule tracks in microchip devices.9–11 One attractive example is a 
kinesin-powered ‘smart dust’ sensing device, containing antibody- 
functionalized microtubules, where the antigen capture and transport allow 
the replacement of the common washing steps.11 Microtubule-based 
molecular shuttles, coupled to kinesin-coated microchannel tracks, were 
also used for motion based protein sorting.9,10 However, practical utility of 
such kinesin-based microchip immunoassays is hindered by the limited 
operational stability and lifetime of biological motors in engineering 
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environments (associated with the rapid degradation of proteins outside 
biological environment) and by the necessity of preconfigured 
microlithographic tracks to guide their movement.9,11  
The limitations of protein nanomotors have motivated the present 
study in which self-propelled antibody-functionalized artificial 
microtransporters have been incorporated for the first autonomous 
microchip device that integrates the protein capture, transport and detection 
operations within different separated zones. Synthetic catalytic 
nanomotors12–17 are highly compatible with engineered microsystems and 
environments and can thus be readily adapted to different LOC formats.18 
Non-functionalized nanowire and microtube motors were used earlier for a 
guided movement and cargo-towing within complex microchannel 
networks of microchip devices.19,20 Receptor functionalized artificial 
nanomotors can offer the selective isolation of biological targets from raw 
physiological fluids by capturing and transporting them to a clean 
environment.21 While several self-propelled microtransporters have thus 
recently been described for isolating different biological targets,22–25 there 
are no reports on the use of artificial micromotors for antibody-based 
protein immunoassays and related LOC protocols.  
In the following sections we will demonstrate the first example of a 
LOC immunoassay based on the active transport of antibody-functionalized 
synthetic micromotors as it is shown in Figure III.8. As illustrated in 
Figure III.8 I, A, a simplified preparation of the functionalized 
microtransporters has been performed, relying on the presence of carboxy-
terminated outermost polymeric layer of the template-deposited 
polymer/Ni/Pt microtubes. The resulting antibody-functionalized 
micromotors offer an ‘on-the- fly’ capture and transport of the target 
antigen and, in a second step, the pickup of a sphere-tagged secondary 
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antibody, thus demonstrating the efficiency of the different conjugation 
events held in each microchip reservoirs (Figure III.8, II (left)). Transport 
step thus replaces the washing steps common in traditional double antibody 
sandwich assays (DASA), in a manner analogous to kinesin-based ‘smart 
dust’ immunoassays11. Tagging the secondary antibody with the polymeric 
sphere offers a convenient direct visualization and detection of the 
immunoreactions. In a second approach, shown in Figure III.8, II (right), 
the functionalized microengine captures and transports the microsphere-
tagged antigen through a microchannel network. Therefore, convenient 
optical visualization of the detection and transport events related to 
Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus), used as target bacteria which contains 
protein A in its cell wall, is also achieved by using anti-protein A antibody-
functionalized microengines. Such marriage of immunoassays, self-
propelled artificial microtransporters, motion-based direct detection and 
microchip devices holds considerable promise for diverse applications of 
LOC systems.  
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III.2.2. Immunoassay based on microtransporters 
The new immuno-microtransporters were prepared by a template-
based electrodeposition of multilayer PEDOT:COOH– PEDOT/Ni/Pt 
microtubes. Figure III.8 depicts the surface modification of the 
microengine (I) along with a schematic of the tubular microtransporter and 
its corresponding cross-section. The outermost polymeric layer is 
synthesized by co-electropolymerization of PEDOT:PEDOT–COOH 
(from an electroplating solution containing an equimolar mixture of the 
monomers) followed by electrodeposition of the Ni and Pt metallic layers 
(from a Pt–Ni mixture electroplating solution). Whereas the inner Pt 
catalytic layer of the microtransporter is essential for generating the oxygen 
bubble thrust, the intermediate Ni layer is used for the magnetic guidance. 
The outermost PEDOT:COOH–PEDOT layer serves to anchor the 
antibody through the common carbodiimide (EDC)/N-hydroxysuccinimide 
(NHS) chemistry (Figure III.8 IA). Initial efforts involving a single 
COOH–PEDOT external layer resulted with numerous COOH groups 
exposed on the microtransporter outermost surface for subsequent 
functionalization step. However, the codeposition of a COOH–
PEDOT:PEDOT was proved necessary to avoid adherence of the 
PEDOT-based microtransporters to the surface of a glass slide after the 
antibody functionalization. Electrochemical deposition conditions, such as 
composition of the electroplating solutions, applied current, potential and 
deposition time, were optimized (Table III.S1). Carboxy moieties from the 
electropolymerized PEDOT:COOH–PEDOT external layer allow a direct 
functionalization of the resulting microengines, thereby obviating the need 
for e-beam deposition process of an outer gold layer and related clean room 
facilities. Unlike other microtubular engines, whose speed is greatly reduced 
after the e-beam gold deposition and further surface 
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PEDOT:PEDOT/Ni/Pt microtransporters (≈400 µm·s-1) is not affected 
by this direct functionalization process. Furthermore, eliminating the need 
for self-assembled monolayers of alkanethiols25,26 obviate potential 
poisoning of the inner Pt surface, hence ensuring high catalytic activity and 
therefore the efficient microtransporters movement. It should be noted that 
unlike earlier gold-based microengine functionalization schemes, involving 
modification of half of the outer surface, 25, 26 the present protocol allows 
the functionalization of the entire outer surface, as the carboxy moieties 
cover the entire outermost polymeric surface that will be coupled later to 
the antibody receptor. 
The resulting polymer/Ni/Pt microtransporters propel efficiently 
via the expulsion of oxygen bubbles generated by the catalytic oxidation of 
hydrogen peroxide fuel at their inner Pt layer27,28. The template fabrication 
process results in 8 µm-long microtubes, similar to the scale of the particle-
microsphere tag, which offers a convenient real-time optical visualization of 
the protein binding event. For example, the formation and movement of 
the immuno-sandwich complex can be readily visualized by tagging the 
secondary antibody with a microsphere tracer. Figure III.8, II illustrates 
the micromotor-based microchip immunoassay protein isolation protocol. 
All the capture-transport-tag-transport steps involved in the immunoassay 
protocol are thus carried out in the microfluidic device, hence replacing the 
capture-wash-tag-wash sequence common in conventional DASA 
protocols.  
The ability of the micromotor to travel within a predetermined path 
along the microchip channels is crucial for the successful performance of 
the new LOC immunoassay protocol. Figure III.9 and Video S1 show the 
guided movement of the unmodified polymer/Ni/Pt microengine within 
different sections of the LOC microchannel network containing a PBS 
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antibody via EDC/NHS chemistry (Figure III.8, IA), followed by the 
detection of the target protein, which is conjugated to a secondary antibody 
functionalized with streptavidin-coated polystyrene particles (S-PP) (Figure 
III.8, IB). Therefore, the target binding event can be easily visualized by 
optical microscopy, as the antibody-modified microtransporter is efficiently 
picking-up the protein target conjugated secondary antibody-coated S-PP.  
The microtransporter functionalization protocol was optimized for 
efficient protein–antibody interaction and locomotion. A highly 
reproducible loading protocol was accomplished by the systematic 
optimization of the experimental conditions involved in the recognition and 
labeling steps. Several variables, such as the amount of microtransporters, 
vortex speed (during the antibody functionalization), concentration and 
incubation time of the antibodies, were thus examined and optimized, as 
summarized in Table III.S2. The remaining amino moieties (after the 
modification) were blocked to minimize unspecific adsorption of the target 
proteins21.  
The specific capture of the target protein by the antibody modified 
microtransporters was first examined by using the LOC device. Figure III. 
S1 and Video S1 illustrates an anti-IgGmodi fied microtransporter leaving 
the microengines reservoir of a linear-shaped chip (a), passing through the 
interconnection channel (b) and arriving to the second reservoir (c), 
containing the IgG/anti-IgG-modified biotinylated S-PP. The modified 
microtransporter thus navigates into this second reservoir, capturing the S-
PP-tagged-IgG and leaving the reservoir (d). Upon returning to the channel, 
the microengine-loaded with the tagged analyte-captures and transport three 
additional S-PP- tagged-proteins (e). This fact demonstrates the strong 
affinity of the antigen–antibody interaction and the high towing force of the 
modified microtransporter. Figure III.10 a-d and Video S3 shows the 
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IgG-B–anti-IgG-modified S-PP complex (acting as “positive control”, 
bigger size). These results demonstrate that the antibody-modified 
microtransporters are able to specifically capture the target protein, 
indicating the great potential of these immuno-microengines for 
transporting and isolating proteins in a LOC device. The different size of 
these tagged and untagged particles (≈2.0 µm vs. 0.85 µm, respectively), 
allows a clear optical real-time visualization and discrimination between the 
“positive” and “negative controls” during the motor navigation in one 
single experiment. The similar size scale of the microengines and tags 
facilitates the clear visualization of the binding events in real time (see 
Figure III.10 and Figure III.S2 and Videos S2-S4). This selective and 
rapid capture mechanism is attributed to the nearly instantaneous 
recognition of the proteins by the antibody-modified microengine (Figure 
III.10 a-c). The localized fluid convection associated with the microengine 
vortex effect leads to a fast protein binding event, as was demonstrated for 
other bioisolation strategies based on such machines23. Thus, unlike 
common immunoassays that require long incubation times (15–30 min)2,8 
the microengine-induced localized convection dramatically accelerates the 
binding process.  
Additional control experiments were performed by using different 
assay formats to demonstrate that the surface confined antibody is solely 
responsible for the selective protein isolation (see the SI methods section 
for details). For example, Figure III.S3 (A,a) and Video S4 (negative 
control 3) demonstrate that an unmodified “control” microengine (without 
the immobilized antibody) do not capture the IgG-B–anti-IgG-modified S-
PP complex, even after multiple direct contacts. Furthermore, no capture of 
the particle–protein complex was observed for microtransporters without 
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COOH groups (on the outermost polymeric surface) that were incubated 
with the antibody (Figure III.S3 (A,b)) and Video S4 (negative control 4).  
An ‘on-the-fly’ DASA assay of the protein mixture was also carried 
out to confirm the high specificity of the surface-confined antibody towards 
the target protein. In such microchip sandwich immunoassay the target 
protein is first captured from a mixture of proteins by the anti-IgG 
modified microtransporters and later tagged with the S-PP tracer 
conjugated to the anti-IgG secondary antibody. The antibody-functionalized 
motors and spheres were placed in two different reservoirs of the T-shaped 
LOC device, with the third reservoir containing the 750 mg mL-1 of free 
IgG protein target along with a 10-fold excess of two other proteins, i.e., 
BSA and lysozyme (Figure III.11). A modified microtransporter thus 
travels from the modified-microengine reservoir (Figure III.11,1) to the 
sample reservoir containing the protein mixture (Figure III.11, 2a); 
following a 10 min incubation while the microengine is continuously 
swimming, it departs from the sample reservoir (Figure III.11, 2b and 3) 
towards to the anti-IgG antibody reservoir (Figure III.11, 4). In this last 
compartment, the captured target protein (on the microtransporter) binds 
to the secondary antibody-modified particle (Figure III.11 and Video S5), 
hence completing the microchip sandwich assay. These data clearly indicate 
the specific capture and transport of the target protein, reflecting the high 
affinity of the microtransporter surface antibody by the target protein and 
the effective minimization of non-specific binding due to the blocking of 
the remaining surface amino moieties after the antibody functionalization. 
In addition, the peroxide fuel and NaCh surfactant, essential for the 
microengine movement, do not compromise the specific protein-antibody 
interaction or the integrity of the bioreceptor coating.  
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Direct protein detection was tested by examining the ability of the 
antibody-modified microengines to recognize different quantities of the 
IgG target in the presence of a 10-fold excess of BSA and lysozyme. 
Capture and transport of the IgG was possible over the entire IgG 
concentration examined, i.e. from 20 to 750 mg mL-1. Figure III.S4 and 
the corresponding Video S6 clearly illustrate that the functionalized 
microengines display an immediate ‘on the fly’ protein capture upon 
contacting the tagged-antigen present at the 20 mg mL-1 level, in the 
presence of a 10-fold excess of BSA and lysozyme proteins.  
The practical application of the new immunomicrotransporter 
microchip approach was demonstrated also by the label-free detection of 
Staphylococcus aureus target bacteria (containing protein A in its cell wall).29 As 
illustrated in Figure III.12 and Video S7 an anti-protein A antibody-
modified microengine is able to recognize protein A from the cell wall of 
Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus) while moving within the microchip. Figure 
III.12 a–c shows the modified microengine picking-up and loading this 
small, round, Gram-positive UTI-related bacteria and further leaving the 
reservoir containing the bacteria (Figure III.12 d). The bacteria dimension 
(around 2 µm) offers convenient direct optical visualization of the binding 
event. The specific binding of the anti-proteinA-modified microengines to 
S. aureus was also examined in PBS containing S. aureus target bacteria along 
with a 5-fold excess Saccharomyces cerevisiae (S. cerevisiae), a yeast specie 
frequently responsible for yeast infections and UTIs. SI, Figure III.S5 a–c 
and Video S7 demonstrate the selective binding and transport of the small 
rod-shaped (≈2 µm length) S. aureus bacteria (delineated by green dotted 
circles). In contrast, the modified microengine does not capture the larger 
round-shaped S. cerevisiae cells (5 µm in diameter) even when multiple 
contacts occur (delineated by red dotted circles in the video and SI, Figure 
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III.2.3. Conclusions 
We have demonstrated the first example of microchip immunoassay 
protocols based on the movement of antibody-functionalized synthetic 
microtransporters within microchannel networks. New PEDOT:PEDOT–
COOH/Ni/Pt immuno-microengines have thus been used for an ‘on-the-
fly’ microchip DASA involving antibody-functionalized microtransporters 
including their directed capture and transport of target proteins along 
predetermined paths in the LOC system. Compared to common ELISA 
bioassays (in multiple well plates) the new motor-based immunoassay allows 
replacement of the common washing steps. Movement of the micrometer-
size captured bacteria or sphere tag thus offer convenient direct real-time 
optical visualization of the protein binding event. Using different sizes of 
the microsphere tracers opens up the possibility of developing powerful 
chip-based multiplexed immunoassays involving different antibody-
functionalized microtransporters. Such autonomous transport of antibody-
functionalized nanomotors to ‘on-the-fly’ capture and isolate target proteins 
obviates the need for time-consuming and laborious multiple wash steps, 
hence greatly simplifying and accelerating the whole immunoassay protocol. 
Whenever needed, common regeneration procedures involving selected 
elution solutions30,31, can be used for releasing the captured antigen and re-
using the microengine. These results demonstrate the great potential of the 
antibody-modified microengines for the selective recognition, loading and 
isolation of target proteins and cells in a microchip device. Self-propelled 
immuno-microengines are expected to lead to new LOC bioanalytical 
microsystems with attractive protein isolation and detection capabilities, 
thus offering numerous opportunities in diverse areas, ranging from medical 
diagnostics to food safety. 
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III.2.4. Experimental Section 
Self-propelled catalytic microengines in the microchannel were 
operated by filling the reservoirs and microchannel with a navigating 
solution consisting of a 2% NaCh/ 1% H2O2 mixture in PBS buffer 
solution (pH 7.2). Subsequently, microengines and particles were added into 
the reservoirs and were equilibrated until quiescent conditions were 
obtained. The movement of the microengines and all tasks were captured 
using the inverted optical microscope. Small quantities of either surfactant 
or fuel were further added when necessary. Such addition ensures not only 
the autonomous navigation of the microengines over prolonged time 
periods but also the absence of solution flow during the experiments (by 
maintaining the volume of mixture contained in the reservoirs). 
Template electrochemical deposition of microtube was carried out 
with a CHI 661D potentiostat (CH Instruments, Austin, TX). An inverted 
optical microscope (Nikon Eclipse Instrument Inc. Ti-S/L100), coupled 
with a 20x objective, along with a Hamamatsu digital camera C11440 and a 
NIS-Elements AR 3.2 so-ware, were used for capturing movies at a frame 
rate of 20 frames per second. The speed of the microengines was tracked 
1using a NIS-Elements tracking module and the results were statistically 
analyzed by using Origin software. 
Synthesis of microtransporters: The multilayer microtubes were 
prepared using a common template directed electrodeposition protocol28. A 
cyclopore polycarbonate membrane, containing 2 µm maximum diameter 
conical-shaped micropores (Catalog no. 7060-2511; Whatman, Maidstone, 
UK), was employed as a template. A 75 nm gold film was first sputtered on 
one side of the porous membrane to serve as a working electrode using a 
Denton Discovery 18. Sputtering was performed at room temperature 
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under vacuum of 5x10-6 Torr, DC power 200 W and Ar was flowed at 3.1 
mT. Rotation speed was 65 rpm along with a sputtering time of 90 s. A Pt 
wire and an Ag/AgCl with 3 M KCl were used as counter and reference 
electrodes, respectively. The membrane was then assembled in a plating cell 
with an aluminum foil serving as contact for the working electrode. 
PEDOT/PEDOT–COOH microtubes were electropolymerized up to 0.5 
C at +0.85 V from a plating solution containing 7.5 mM of each monomer 
(EDOT and EDOT–COOH), 100 mM SDS and 7.5 mM KNO3, all of 
them were prepared from Sigma-Aldrich reagents. Then, the metallic layers 
were deposited from a Pt-Ni mixture solution. The first Pt layer was 
deposited galvanostatically at -2 mA for 500 s to provide a smooth and high 
conductive surface after the polymer deposition and also improve the 
deposition of the next metallic layers. Afterwards the intermediate Ni layer 
was deposited amperometrically at -1.3 V for 4.0 C to achieve the magnetic 
properties that allow the micromotor guidance by properly orienting the 
magnetic field created by a simple neodymium magnet. Finally the catalytic 
inner Pt layer was deposited galvanostatically at -2 mA for 450 s. The Pt–Ni 
mixture solution was prepared by mixing the same volume of a commercial 
platinum solution (Platinum RTP; Technic Inc, Anaheim, CA) and a Nickel 
solution containing a mixture of 20 g L-1 NiCl2·6H2O, 515 g L-1 
Ni(H2NSO3)2·4H2O, and 20 g L-1 H3BO3. To release the microengines from 
the template, the sputtered gold layer was completely removed by 
mechanical hand polishing with 3-4 µm alumina slurry. The membrane was 
then dissolved in methylene chloride for 10 min to completely release the 
microtubes. Finally, microengines were washed repeatedly with methylene 
chloride, followed by ethanol and ultrapure water (18.2 MΩ cm), three 
times of each, and collected by centrifugation at 6000 rpm for 3 min after 
each wash.  
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Microtransporters and particles functionalization: 1-Ethyl-3-(3-
dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDC)/Nhydroxysuccinimide (NHS) 
chemistry was used to activate the carboxyl-terminated groups from the 
polymer for conjugation with anti-Human IgG protein. For this purpose 
microengines were treated with 200 µl of a 0.1 M MES buffer solution pH 
5.0 containing 20 mg EDC and 20 mg NHS for 15 min, washed with MES 
buffer 1 min and incubated with anti-Human IgG in PBS 1x pH 7.2 for 2 h. 
The excess of antibody were washed in PBS buffer (1x) pH 7.2 containing 
0.05% of Tween 20. The remaining amine reactive-esters from the activated 
carboxylic groups were blocked with 1 M ethanolamine solution, pH 8.5, 
for 30 min and BSA 1% for 1 hour with a washing step in between in PBS 
1x pH 7.2. In all the washing steps the microengines were centrifuged at 
6000 rpm for 4 min. All the experiments were carried out under shaking at 
room temperature.  
20 µl of streptavidin polystyrene particles were washed twice with 
B&W buffer and then incubated in 50 ml of 400 mg mL-1 biotin–anti-
Human IgG antibody solution, for 15 min. The excess of reagents was 
washed with Milli-Q water and particles incubated with 50 ml IgG of 750 
mg mL-1 IgG antigen solution, for 15 min. Finally the particles were washed 
with PBS buffer (1x) pH 7.2 containing 0.05% of Tween 20 and then 
resuspended in 20 µL PBS buffer (1x) for analysis.  
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III.2.6 Supporting information 
Video S1. Guided movement of the unmodified polymer/Ni/Pt 
microengine within different sections of a LOC microchannel network 
containing a PBS solution along with the H2O2 fuel and NaCh surfactant. 
Video S2. Anti-IgG-modified microtransporter capturing multiple S-PP-
tagged-IgG. 
Video S3. Pick-up and transport of a single antigen-coated microsphere by 
the anti-IgG-modified microtransporter. 
Video S4. Negative controls.  
Video S5. ‘On-the-fly’ DASA assay of protein mixture. 
Video S6. ‘On the fly’ protein capture upon contacting the tagged-antigen 
present at the 20 µg/ml level, in the presence of a 10-fold excess of BSA 
and lysozyme proteins.  
Video S7. Anti-proteinA antibody-modified microengine recognizing 
Protein-A from the cell wall of Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus) while moving 
within the microchip. 
Video S8. Selective binding and transport of the small rod-shaped (~2 µm 
length) S. aureus bacteria. 
Video S9. Binding and transport of a S. aureus target cell in an urine sample.  
Table III.S1. Optimal conditions for the fabrication of COOH-
PEDOT:PEDOT/Pt/Ni/Pt microtransporters.  
Layer Electroplating solution
Electrochemical 
conditions 
COOH-
PEDOT:PEDOT 
7.5 mM:7.5 mM, in 7.5 
mM KNO3 containing 
100 mM SDS 
+0.85 V, 0.5 C 
Pt commercial plating 
solution, see 
experimental section for 
details 
-2 mA, 500 s 
Ni -1.3 V, -4.0 C 
Pt -2 mA, 450 s 
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The studied one-dimensional materials –nickel and copper 
nanowires and micromotors– have demonstrated to be very powerful 
analytical tools to improve the biodetection of target molecules in both, 
agro-food and clinical fields, using miniaturized flow injection analysis and 
microfluidic systems based in lab-on-a-chip (LOC) technology. The inherent 
advantages of microfluidic systems such as, fast analysis and very low 
sample and reagents consumption and in addition those derived from the 
high specific surface of the studied nanomaterials, have been creative and 
synergicly exploited.    
On the one hand, the electrosynthesis of nickel and copper 
nanowires using alumina membranes as templates has allowed obtain 
nanowires with reproducibility and a high structural perfection, as it was 
revealed by electron microscopy techniques. These nanostructures have 
been immobilized in a satisfactory manner in carbon screen printed 
platforms with different designs in order to construct new electrochemical 
detectors for miniaturized flow injection analysis and also in microfluidic-
LOC systems. The screen printed electrochemical technology has 
constituted an added value to the already pertinent symbiosis between 
microtechnologies and nanotechnologies, allowing the construction of 
nanoscaled disposable detectors avoiding traditional procedures, as polish, 
which is required in conventional electrodes. Moreover, the screen printed 
electrodes, in size terms, are highly compatible with the studied 
miniaturized flow and microfluidics systems, exhibiting a great signal to 
noise ratio. Furthermore, the high specific surface and the electrocatalytic 
effect showed by nickel and copper nanowires towards carbohydrates have 
allowed an improvement in their electrochemical detection, revealing an 
excellent selectivity and sensitivity. The other outstanding analytical 
property has been the good reproducibility obtained due to the extremely 
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low fouling observed when using these nanoscaled electrodes, avoiding in 
that way the employment of more complex electrochemical techniques, 
such as pulsed based ones, commonly used for the electrochemical 
detection of carbohydrates. In brief, it can be concluded, that the 
incorporation of nickel and copper nanowires has allowed a much enhanced 
electrochemical detection of carbohydrates in miniaturized and 
microfluidic-LOC systems. 
On the other hand, the micromotors synthesis process was also 
optimized using polycarbonate double conical membranes as templates. The 
synthesis achieved the goals of reproducibility and high structural precision 
as it was clearly observed through its study using electron microscopy 
techniques and also when employed under optical detection. These 
developed micromotors were functionalized with the objective of proteins 
detection using an immunoassay in microfluidic systems, being constituted 
as a very powerful analytical tool for the detection of this kind of molecules 
through the guided movement of highly functionalized micro machines. 
The studied micromotors have allowed recognize and interact with the 
target molecule revealing its presence via optical visualization. These 
characteristics permit not only think in new free flow analytical systems and 
as a result free of the related instrumentation but also in the possibility of 
something much more important and imaginative: New ways of exploring 
the fascinating world of molecular detection.   
Due to all the premises stated above, the results presented in this 
Doctoral Thesis reveal the pertinence and convenience of the coupling 
between microtechnologies and nanotechnologies for the detection of 
target molecules in complex analytical systems in agro-food and clinical 
fields broadening new horizons in current Analytical Chemistry.
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Los nanomateriales unidimensionales estudiados –nanohilos de 
níquel y cobre y los micromotores– han demostrado ser unas herramientas 
analíticas muy poderosas para mejorar la bio-detección de moléculas 
objetivo en los ámbitos agroalimentario y clínico empleando sistemas 
analíticos miniaturizados y microfluídicos basados en la tecnología lab-on-a-
chip (LOC). Las bondades inherentes de los sistemas microfluídicos tales 
como rapidez en los análisis y despreciable consumo de muestras y 
reactivos con aquellas derivadas de la elevada superficie específica y 
altamente funcionalizada que exhiben los nanomateriales estudiados, han 
sido creativa y sinérgicamente explotadas. 
Por una parte, la electro síntesis de nanohilos de níquel y cobre 
empleando moldes de membranas de alúmina ha permitido la obtención de 
nanohilos de forma reproducible y con elevada perfección estructural, tal y 
como han revelado las técnicas de microscopía electrónica. Estas 
nanoestructuras se han inmovilizado exitosamente en soportes serigrafiados 
de carbono de diferente diseño para la construcción de nuevos detectores 
electroquímicos en sistemas de inyección en flujo miniaturizado y en 
sistemas microfluídicos-LOC. La tecnología serigrafiada electroquímica ha 
constituido un valor añadido a la ya pertinente simbiosis entre micro y 
nanotecnologías, permitiendo la construcción de detectores nanoescalados 
desechables y exentos de los procedimientos tradicionales de pulido que 
exigen los electrodos convencionales. Además, los electrodos serigrafiados 
son, en términos de escala, altamente compatibles con los sistemas de flujo 
miniaturizado y microfluídicos estudiados; exhibiendo además una excelente 
S/N. Por su parte, la elevada superficie específica y el efecto electro 
catalítico que ejercen los nanohilos de níquel y cobre hacia los 
carbohidratos, han permitido una mejora en la detección electroquímica de 
los mismos, exhibiendo una elevada selectividad y sensibilidad. La otra 
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propiedad analítica sobresaliente ha sido la excelente reproducibilidad 
obtenida debido al bajísimo ensuciamiento que presentan estos electrodos 
nanoestructurados evitando así el empleo de técnicas electroquímicas más 
sofisticadas como son las basadas en pulsos y habitualmente empleadas en 
la detección electroquímica de carbohidratos. Por todo ello, se puede 
concluir que la incorporación de nanohilos de níquel y cobre ha permitido 
una detección electroquímica de carbohidratos muy mejorada en sistemas 
de flujo miniaturizado y microfluídicos-LOC. 
Por otra parte, la electrosíntesis de micromotores empleando 
membranas de policarbonato con forma de doble cono permitió obtener de 
forma reproducible micromotores con una elevada precisión estructural, tal 
y como se observó mediante su estudio por técnicas de microscopía 
electrónica y durante su empleo bajo detección óptica. Dichos 
micromotores desarrollados se funcionalizaron con el objetivo de detectar 
proteínas empleando un inmunoensayo en sistemas microfluídicos 
constituyéndose como una herramienta analítica muy poderosa para la 
detección  de este tipo de moléculas a través del movimiento dirigido de 
micro-máquinas moleculares altamente funcionalizadas. Los micromotores 
estudiados han permitido el reconocimiento e interacción con la molécula 
objetivo revelando su presencia mediante monitorización óptica. Estas 
bondades permiten no sólo ya pensar en nuevos sistemas analíticos sin 
flujos y por ello libres de la instrumentación que los generan; sino en algo 
mucho más importante e imaginativo: en nuevas formas de explorar el 
fascinante mundo de la detección molecular.  
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Por todo ello, el conjunto de los resultados presentados en esta 
Tesis Doctoral revelan la pertinencia y conveniencia del acoplamiento entre 
las microtecnologías y las nanotecnologías para la detección de moléculas 
objetivo en sistemas analíticos complejos dentro de los ámbitos 
agroalimentario y clínico; ampliándose nuevos horizontes en la Química 
Analítica contemporánea. 
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